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Conventional pulse-echo imaging systems used in ultrasonics can become 
limited in average transmit power by transmitter, transducer, and medium 
peak-power limitations. In addition, imaging systems which use multi-element 
arrays are limited in speed by the necessity to transmit sequentially when 
scanning in more than one direction in order to avoid interfering echoes. A 
new system is studied which can overcome both the speed and power 
limitations by using correlation receivers and pseudo-random transmit codes. 
First, the performance of several single-mode correlation systems are compared 
to conventional pulse-echo systems in the presence of clutter and moving 
targets. The system which uses special pseudo-random codes called Golay 
codes is shown to provide the best overall performance. A multi-mode 
correlation system is then studied which images in many different modes (e.g. 
scan directions) simultaneously. This multi-mode system is studied under the 
effects of moving targets, clutter and background receiver noise. A comparison 
with the operation of Conventional sequentially-scanned phased array systems is 
made under a variety of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) conditions and operating 
speeds to determine the optimal type of imaging system. Results indicate that 
under many conditions, a simultaneous multi-mode system can provide 
improved SNR and/or speed over conventional sequential multi-mode systems. 




Conventional ultrasonic systems are fundamentally limited in both range 
and scan speed due, respectively, to average power limitations and an inability 
to transmit in more than one scan direction at a time. In the following paper a 
new ultrasonic system is presented and analyzed which overcomes both these 
limitations.
Conventional Pulse-Echo Imaging
Ultrasound provides a convenient method for nondestructiveiy probing 
deep within any medium which is conducive to ultrasonic propagation, such as 
metal structures or the human body. Any discontinuity in acoustic impedance 
within the medium disrupts and scatters the propagating ultrasonic wave. 
Encoded in the scattered ultrasound is a wealth of information about the 
material characteristics along the ultrasonic travel path including, density, 
velocity and attenuation. From this information the relative locations and size 
of cracks, flaws, voids and the location or motion of interfaces can be readily 
deduced. In ultrasonics there are, thus, two basic tasks. The first is to obtain 
the ultrasonic information in an optimal manner, typically with high resolution, 
high signal-to-noise ratio and the highest possible speed. The second is to 
process the data to best utilize the available information, e.g., for an optimal 
flaw location decision.
Obviously, from an overall system point of view, these two tasks are not 
independent. Good data presupposes more information for better processing 
and good processing techniques can handle poor data. However, it is also 
obvious that good processing techniques will always be better if the quality of 
the input-data is improved.
Unfortunately, the most widely utilized ultrasonic transmitter/receiver 
design has remained nearly unchanged since ultrasonic pulse-echo techniques 
were first used to provide one-dimensional A-scan images [If. The conventional 
pulse-echo technique involves exciting a wideband piezoelectric transducer with
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a narrow, high-amplitude pulse to transmit a short burst of ultrasound into the 
medium under inspection. Discontinuities in acoustic impedance produce 
reflections which are received by the same transducer as used; for-transmission. 
(The use of a single transducer for both transmission and reception has a 
number of advantages, including simplified usage and reduced cost.) The 
1? received echoes are then processed to provide some form of visual display for
i human inspection.
f Unfortunately, average transmit power is constrained in conventional
pulse-echo systems because the peak transmit power is limited by transmitter 
design and transducer breakdown. The system must transmit narrow pulses so 
that the resolution of the system will only be limited by the impulse response 
Of the transducer. Bilgutay et al. [2] described this power limitation on a 
pulse-echo system as
maximum range burst interval _ peak power (11)
maximum resolution — hurst width average power
This relationship indicates that when conventional pulse-echo systems are
peak-power limited, their average transmit power cannot be increased without 
sacrificing either range or resolution. If some method could be applied in which 
the average transmit power could be increased without degrading the 
resolution, an increase in the output signal-to-noise ratio would result. As will 
be shown, the use of correlation processing with large time-bandwidth signals 
can overcome these limitations.
Improved Single-Mode Imaging
In order to overcome the average transmit power limitation Furgason et 
al. [3] proposed a flaw detection system similar to a radar system developed by 
Cooper et al; [4] which transmits large time-bandwidth random signals and 
then uses a correlation receiver to compress the long transmit signals into 
short, high-resolution bursts. A basic diagram Of this system is shown in 
Figure 1-1. T^he system uses a water delay line to store a ebpy of the transmit 
signal. The output of the delay line is multiplied by the return echo signals 
aiid then integrated by a jowpass filter. This operation produces an 
approximation to the correlation function of the transmit signal which results 
in an output signal which is compressed compared to the transmit signal. A
■ ■- ;V-: 7



















Figure 1-1 Original random signal analog correlation system.
more thorough description of this correlation process will be provided later in 
this paper. This original analog correlation system was shown to provide 
improved signal-to-noise ratio enhancement SNRE, on the order of 10,000 [2]. 
This enhancement ability allows the random signal flaw detection system to 
retrieve signals which are buried in receiver noise. Thus the system can probe 
much deeper into highly attenuative materials, such as ceramics and porous 
metals, than conventional pulse-echo systems.
As an example of the improved performance provided by correlation 
systems, consider the plexiglas target of Figure 1-2, Four concentric fiat- 
bottom holes have been drilled in one end. Because of the high attenuation of 
plexiglas, it was not possible to discriminate the return echoes of the concentric 
holes from background receiver noise using a conventional pulse-echo system. 
However, the random signal system was easily able to detect the echoes, as 
shown in Figure 1-3.
Several other types of transmit signals besides random signals have been 
used in more recently developed ultrasonic correlation systems. These include 
clipped sampled random noise [5], m-sequences [6,7], a.nd m-sequence 
modulated r.f. signals [S-llj. Since these signals are all binary in nature they 
are able to utilize digital delays to overcome some disadvantages of the analog 
delay line used in the original random signal flaw detection system. These 
disadvantages include slow scan time, slow reset time, and limited bandwidth
[§]• A/'I ,; .^ ^ \ ^ ;\a
Although correlation systems offer a significant improvement in SNR, all 
the previous systems, except the correlation flaw detection systems which use 
continuously transmitted m-sequences [8,9], suffer from an inherent limitation 
Which becomes significant at higher operating speeds. This limitation is called 
self-noise, and is produced during the correlation process due to finite 
integration time. An example of self-noise for a short pseudo-random m- 
■ .sequence of finite length, as shown in Figure l-4a, can be seen in the 
correlation function shown in Figure l-4b, as the hash surrounding the large 
central peak.
Self-noise causes interference in two important situations, when a large 
reflector is located close to a desired target, and when a desired target is 
surrounded by a large number of small reflectors such as grains in NDE [10], or 
clutter in radar [11] and sonar [12]. In order to reduce self-noise to tolerable 
levels, previous correlation systems were constrained to long correlation times 
[15], or separate transmitting';'’ and receiving transducers were used for 
continuous transmission of m-sequences [9,10]. Long correlation times are
5
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Figure 1-2 Plexiglas target with four concentric flat-bottom holes.
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unnecessary in high input signal-tonoise ratio situations, - and separate 
transmitting and receiving transducers impose limitations in many flaw 
detection situations. For these reasons, and since conventional pulse-echo 
systems only require one transducer for transmission and reception, we have 
restricted our Studies to developing an ultrasonic correlation system which 
would overcome the problem of self-noise and still operate in a pulse-echo mode 
with a single transducer. In this study a special type of pseudo-random codes 
called Golay codes is used to overcome the problem of self-noise using only two 
transmit bursts.
Improved Multi-Mode Imaging
Since the introduction of the original pulse-echo method, one of the most 
important further developments in ultrasonic imaging has been the 
development of rapid scanning techniques for creating two dimensional images 
of moving targets. Systems which use rapid scanning have allowed medical 
specialists to make “real time” B-scan images of fetuses and fast moving organs 
such as the heart. Such techniques require sequential multiple-mode operation 
in which the modes correspond to different scan directions. Each directional 
scan is similar to the same A-scan produced by the basic pulse-echo technique. 
These different scan directions can correspond to different transducer elements 
in a linear array, different rotation positions in a mechanical scanner, or 
different steering angles in an electronically steered phased array, A thorough 
review of these techniques can be found in a recent article by Ramm and Smith 
[14}. The basic advantage of a linear or phased array is that no physical 
movement of the ultrasonic transducer is needed to create an ultrasonic image 
since all the steering of scan directions is done electronically. Avoiding 
mechanical movement of the transducer has made it possible to create much 
higher resolution ultrasonic images [14].
Unfortunately, the scan speed of a conventional pulse-echo multi-mode 
system is limited because the system control must wait until all the detectable 
echoes from one mode have been received before it can switch to the next 
mode. If each sequential mode requires the same amount of time, T, and M 
modes are required to complete an image, the sequential system requires an 
amount of time MT to complete an image. If all M modes can be completed 
simultaneously over a period of time less than MT, an improvement in system 
speed will be realized.
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Ideally, such a system will increase the system operation speed by a factor 
of M. However, in practice, cross-talk interference between the modes will 
occur which will require extra time to reduce. From a different standpoint, if 
an improvement in system speed is not required, an improvement in system 
signal-to-noise ratio can be realized by transmitting M modes simultaneously, 
and time averaging over the time A/r.
It would be desirable to use a detection method which minimizes 
interference, or, in other words, maximizes signal-to-noise ratio. Matched 
filters might seem to be an obvious choice for such a task. One such matched 
filter technique is a multiple frequency method in which a frequency is assigned 
to each mode and then narrow band-pass filters (a type of matched filter) are 
used to detect the signals [15,16]. However the resolution of such a system 
would be restricted by the narrow bandwidth of these filters and if there was 
sufficient spread between frequencies to allow wide band signals to be used, the 
nature of the beam pattern would be different in each of the various modes. 
Nonetheless, in sonar and radar applications where targets are generally much 
larger than a tvavelehgth, the resolution requirements are not necessarily as 
stringent as in ultrasound applications where targets are on the order of a 
wavelength in size. Consequently, narrowband multiple-frequency techniques 
inay be suitable in sonar and radar but are of little value in ultrasonic imaging 
■'.and flaw detection. f .V ^ y
The ability of Correlation systems to retrieve signals buried in noise implies 
that it would also be possible to use a correlation system to retrieve a desired 
transmitted signal even in the presence of other transmitted noise signals which 
occupy the same spectral region. In a previous study [17], We have proposed a 
sy'S'tein which would transmit a set of broadband random or pseudo-random 
signals simultaneously, and then isolate the different modes upon reception 
with correlation receivers matchyd to the transmit signals. A simplified 
example of a siniple two-directioh simultaneous phased array system is shown 
in Figure 1-5 The number of scan directions can be extended beyond the two 
shown by adding more signal sources and delay lines. Preliminary studies of 
similar Systems have also been made by Tournois [16], and Miwa et al. [15]. 
feesults have indicated that such a system mil provide an increase in speed 
over sequential systerns provided the beams do not completely overlap. The 
Speed improvement is somewhat less than N because extra correlation time is
required to reduce the cross-talk interference between the modes.





















In Chapter II of this study, a background review of the history of single­
mode correlation systems is presented, followed by a comparison of their 
application to ultrasonics, radar, and sonar. The second section of Chapter II
then extends the background discussion to multi-mode systems.
The rest of this dissertation is divided into two major parts consisting of 
two related, yet distinct, topics. The first part is the most extensive and 
consists of a thorough study of single-mode pulse-echo correlation systems 
under the presence of clutter, noise, and moving targets. The second part 
consists of one chapter, Chapter VII. This chapter extends the single-mode 
results of the first part of the thesis, to include the presence of simultaneously 
transmitted interfering channels, in a multi-mode correlation system.
In Chapter HI the principles of single-mode correlation systems are 
discussed in terms of their signal-to-noise ratio enhancement, fundamental 
descriptive formulas and resolution capabilities. The important problem of 
self-noise due to finite correlation times is introduced, and the effects of this 
self-noise are discussed under the presence of large interfering targets, clutter, 
and moving targets. .
In Chapter IV the various details of implementing single-mode correlation 
systems are covered. The different types of correlation system architectures are 
first discussed, followed by a review and discussion of large time-bandwidth 
transmit signals, ihodulation techniques, delay lines, multipliers and 
integrators. As an addition to the examination of modulation schemes, a brief 
simulation study of optimal clock rate for direct transmission is presented. 
Finally, the important effects of time-gain-control receivers on correlation 
receivers are examined.
In Chapter V a working single-mode digital correlation system is discussed, 
demonstrated and analyzed under a number of different input signal-tq-noise 
ratio and clutter situations using both m-sequences and clipped sampled 
random signals. ^
In Chapter VI, the ' finsd chapter on single-mode correlation systems, a 
modified version of the digital correlation system described in Chapter V is 
presented which can transmit special paired pseudo-random codes called Golay 
codes This system is compared experimentally and theoretically to the system 
of Chapter V as well as to conventional pulse-echo systems, under a variety of 
signal-to-noise ratio and clutter conditions. Computer simulations are used to 
determine- the sensitivity of Golay code self-noise cancellation to DC offsets and
dissimilar turn-on and turn-off times of the .transmit' ; jsignai./'’"The" motion-' 
sensitivity of self-noise cancellation is also determined through the use of the 
generalized ambiguity function. The results of this moving target analysis are 
then included in a system signal-to-noise ratio formula.
Under certain simplifying assumptions, this system signal-to-noise ratio 
formula is then used in a performance evaluation of the Golay code system in 
which the system is compared to conventional pulse-echo systems to determine 
the optimal type of system for a given situation.
In Chapter VII a complete comparative analysis is then made of a 
simultaneous multi-mode correlation system which uses a set of pseudo-random 
transmit signals. This system is analyzed, for operation with Golay codes, 
pseudo-random m-sequenees, and random signals, through a system signal-to- 
noise ratio formula which includes the effects of moving clutter, moving targets, 
and background receiver noise. After making certain simplifying assumptions 
criterion are developed which can be used to choose the optimum type of 
transmit signal and imaging system for a given application or situation.
The final chapter of this dissertation summarizes, and discusses the 
important results of the studies on improved single and multi-mode imaging 
systems.
/
CHAPTER II - BACKGROUND
Correlation Systems
The first application of correlation receivers occurred in radar systems in 
the 1940’s [18,19]- Frequency modulated (FM) transmit signals were the first 
type of transmit signal to be used in radar correlation systems, and in fact, the 
FM transmit signal is still one of the most widely used radar signals.
Other types of correlation systems which have also been used in radar 
include systems which transmit pseudo-random m-sequences [20], random 
signals [4], polyphase pseudo-random codes [21,22], and complementary Golay 
codes [23-26]. In depth reviews and discussions of radar correlation systems 
can be found in references [26-29].
Shortly after being introduced into radar, correlation systems were also 
successfully applied to pulse-echo sonar systems. Sonar pulse-echo systems are 
analogous to radar pulse-echo systems except for the type of wave propagated, 
and the range of transmit frequencies. The propagation of waves in sonar is 
acoustic in nature whereas radar signals are electromagnetic, and the transmit 
frequencies of sonar systems are much lower than radar transmit frequencies. A 
good discussion and review of sonar correlation systems can be found in 
references [30] and [31].
It was not until 1974 that correlation detection was first introduced to 
ultrasound, by researchers in our lab, through the development of a random 
signal flaw detection system [2]. This original random signal flaw detection 
system was shown in Figure 1-1. A detailed description of this system with 
circuit diagrams can be found in a technical report by Mitchell [32]. This early 
system relied on a mechanically scanned water delay line which has two 
transducers facing each other in a long plexiglas water tank. The reference 
signal travels through the water bath while the transmit signal is interrogating 
the sample under study. This system was shown to provide very good 
performance under noise-limited conditions. Unfortunately, a mechanically- 
scanned delay line is slow, and requires considerable time between scans. The 
system was also shown to provide slightly lower resolution than m-sequence
15
correlation systems because of the band-limiting which occurs in the delay line
[7]- . ■
More recently both Elias [6] and Chapelon et al [7] have demonstrated 
^iini'lM''cprrelati6n.';flaw; 'detection. systems-which-.use special binary pseudo­
random codes called m-sequences as a replacement for random signals. These 
systems have the same SNR enhancement and pulse compression properties as 
the original random signal system, but have the advantage of not requiring the 
bulky water delay line used in the correlation receiver of the random signal 
system They replace this water delay line with a short binary shift register set 
which generates a pseudo-random code identical to that which is transmitted, 
Figure 2-1. This new development made the pseudo-random system more
portable than the original random signal system.
In this thesis a digital flaw detection system is described which replaces 
the bulky water delay line of the original random signal system with a set of 
high-speed digital shift registers. This new digital system is not restricted to 
operation with only pseudo-random m-sequences and can be used to transmit 
any type of binary code including clipped sampled noise. A. demonstration of a 
modified version of this system which uses Golay codes will be presented in 
Chapter VI. code system.
The following study is intended to be somewhat general in nature, so that, 
although the major emphasis is on ultrasonic applications, the results will be 
applicable, with appropriate modification, to the important fields of sonar and 
radar. Sonar, radar, and ultrasonic pulse-echo systems each require the same 
fundamental system design and operate in the same fundamental manner, yet 
they each have unique design and performance requirements due to the 
underlying physics of transmission, propagation phenomenon, mission scenario,
and specific purpose of the system.
Sonar; radar, and ultrasonic pulse-echo systems can all be represented by 
the generic system of Figure 2-2. They require a transmit source, a modulator 
to prepare the transmit signal fortransmission (a modulator may not be needed 
for some transmitters and transmit signals), a power amplifier to maximize the 
transmit power, and a transmitter which converts a percentage of the electrical 
signal into a form of energy appropriate for maximum coupling into the 
propagation medium. They all interrogate some environment which includes 
targets of interest; as well as interfering targets, both large and small.
The targets produce backscattered propagating waves, and by reciprocity 
the transmitter then acts as a receiver and converts a percentage of the 



































Generic pulse-echo correlation systemFigure 2—2
receiver filters and/or amplifies the electrical signal to reduce the effects of 
noise, and the signal is demodulated from the original carrier (once again, the 
demodulation may not be needed). This signal then undergoes further 
processing to make it suitable for some visual display device.
As mentioned before, although the systems operate in the same 
fundamental manner, there are basic differences between the physics and 
mission scenarios of radar, sonar, and ultrasound, which affect systern 
performance requirements and design. The underlying fundamental differences 
include velocity of propagation, attenuation, scan range, target sizes, target 
velocities, clutter levels, and transmitter limitations. These result in a need for 
different center frequencies, percentage bandwidths, pulse-widths, and 
repetition rates; which in turn require different types of receivers and 
demodulators, since no single type of receiver or demodulator can perform 
optimally for all bandwidths and frequencies.
A summary of some of the important parameters of ultrasonic, sonar, and 
radar systems is shown in Table 2-1. The velocity of propagation of a radar 
signal is the speed of light in air, 3 x 108 m/sec, whereas ultrasound and sonar 
waves travel at the speed of sound, which is approximately 15Q0 m/sec in 
water. Depending on the application, radar systems generally transmit at 
center frequencies between 100 MHz and 100 GHz [33], ultrasonic systems 
typically transmit at center frequencies between 100 KHz and 30 MHz [34], and 
sonar systems generally transmit between 100 Hz and 100 KHz [35], 
Ultrasound pulse-echo systems are typically much higher in percentage 
bandwidth than radar or sonar due to several factors: the more stringent 
resolution requirements of Ultrasound applications (resolution is inversely 
proportional to bandwidth), the difficulty of processing the large bandwidths 
which would be required for a high percentage bandwidth radar, and the 
greater difficulty in manufacturing efficient wideband radar and sonar 
transmitters. (Efficiency is inversely proportional to bandwidth). High 
efficiency is important because signal-to-noise ratio is nearly always a limitation 
in pulse-echo systems.;
These differences in percentage bandwidth result in several interesting 
similarities and differences between radar, sonar and ultrasonic systems. 
Although radar systems transmit at much higher center frequencies than sonar 
or ultrasound systems, because their percentage bandwidth is low in radar 
systems the received signal can be demodulated to produce an intermediate 
center frequency typically in the 1 to 20 MHz range, with a corresponding 
bandwidth of 1 to 20 MHz. This frequency range is essentially the same as in
19
Table 2-1 Important parameters of sonar, radar, and ultrasonic pulse-echo 
systems.
. /;■ •, V: ^ .
V.
■ ■ ■■■ ■■
Pulse-Echo Correlation S]rstems
v r■ ■ Sonar Radar Ultrasound
'’:4 . Propagation 1.5x10s 3xl08 m/sec 1.5x10s m/sec
Velocity (Vp) meters/sec
■ cK;' .■■■■;■' Center 100 Hz 100 MHz
Frequency to .1 to 30 MHz
(U ; 100 KHz 100 GHz
■ ■ ■. ■■. % 3 dB
Bandwidth 1 to 40% , : .01 to 1% 20 to 100%
■Ay' ' (BW)
Scan
Range (R) 100 m to 10 Km 1 to 100 Km 1 to 100 cm
■ ■■■-: :Max.. Rep 
■ Rate
= v„/(2R) = fR :





50 msec to 5 sec 25 to 250 /xsec 5 to 500 /usee
Code Clock 
Rate









500 to 50,000 
(at CK=10 KHz)
25 to 2500 
(at CK=10 MHz)
50 to 3000 
(at CK=10 MHz)
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ultrasonic systems, and thus, after demodulation, radar and ultrasonic systems 
can utilize the same type of technology for amplifier design and high-speed 
A/D conversion. Sonar systems, however, have a much lower center frequency 
with a corresponding smaller bandwidth of approximately 100 Hz to 100 KHz. 
Thus, amplifier design, sampling, and signal processing are much less difficult 
for sonar system designers than either radar or ultrasound systems.
Ultrasound, and radar also have very similar maximum repetition 
frequencies. As is well known, the maximum repetition frequency of a pulse- 
echo system is the reciprocal of the time-of-flight from the source to the 
furthest target of interest, and back again. This time-of-flight is related to both 
the propagation velocity and the target distance- Although the velocity of a 
radar signal in air is approximately 2arl05 times faster than ultrasound in 
water, the range of a radar is roughly 1 to 100 km, while the range of 
ultrasound is roughly 1 to 100 cm, which corresponds to a factor of 10-, 
therefore implying similar repetition frequencies. This equivalence in maximum 
repetition frequency also results in nearly the same maxiinum transmit burst 
length for both radar and ultrasound. In addition since the bandwidths are also 
similar the pseudo-random code lengths which are chosen for transmission will 
also be nearly equivalent. (This correspondence between bandwidth and code 
length for a fixed transmit time will be shown in Chapter IV.)
Since the maximum range of a sonar system is much greater than the 
range of ultrasound systems and the propagation velocity of a sonar signal is 
the same as an ultrasonic signal, the repetition frequency is much lower for 
sonar, and the transmit burst can be much longer. The transmit frequency and 
bandwidth are also lower for sonar, resulting in much lower data rates and 
which allows more time for more sophisticated data processing. The transmit 
code length can also be much longer in a sonar system because of the low 
repetition period. This is in spite of lower dock rates which are required 
because of the lower transducer center frequencies of sonar systems.(This 
relationship between clock frequency and transducer, frequency is shown in the 
subsection on optimal clock rate in Chapter IV.) This longer transmit code 
length is an important advantage of sonar correlation systems since the length 





Most ultrasonic imaging applications require that a scan be made of a 
two-dimensional area or a 3-dimensional volume. In imaging applications 
where targets of interest are fixed or slow-moving (slow relative to mechanical 
scanning speed limitations) this scanning can be done by mechanically 
repositioning a single transducer while using a single transmit ter/receiver 
channel [36]. However, in many applications mechanical scanning is not fast 
enough to image moving targets, or a decrease in imaging time is desired. For 
these applications special multi-mode scanning systems have been developed 
which electronically scan the beam by electronically switching the transmit 
signal from element-to-element in a large array of small transducer elements.
Consider a conventional pulse-echo imaging system which sequentially 
performs a series of scanning operations. Such a system must sequentially 
change one or a combination of the following factors:
1) rotational position of the transmitter/receiver,
2) focal distance of a set of phased elements,
3) translational position bf the transmitter/receiver,
4) or the scan direction of a set of phased elements.
For any of the above changes, the scan line position can either be varied 
by mechanically moving a single transducer element, or by switching from one 
element to another. This switching can, of course, be done either electronically 
Or mechanically. V- '
Several good examples of the rotational scanning system are the 
conventional rotating radar [37] and the inter-esophogeal ultrasonic imaging 
system described in reference [36]. In these scanning systems, the resulting 
iinages are best represented as scan lines in a polar coordinate system. The 
advantage to this kind of rotational scanning is that it can be done using a 
small number of independent transmitter elements which produce minimal 
iriterferetice since they can direct their beams in widely different directions. 
Unfortunately, they operate only in applications in which the transmitters can 
be centrally located.
An example of a system which sequentially changes its focal point has 
been developed by Burckhardt [38]. His system uses an ultrasonic transducer 
which is composed of concentric annuls rings and is focussed electronically by 
varying a set of electronic delays, one for each annulus. It can only focus to
one depth on transmission, but can focus on reception at a number of diepths. 
This system is dynamically focussed on reception over a long range to produce 
a narrow pencil beam. Unfortunately > this focussing system is limited to only 
focussing along a single given direction, and cannot, therefore, be used for more 
general imaging applications.
An example of a scanning system which sequentially changes the 
translational position of the transmitter/receiver is the scanned linear array
[37]. This linear array is composed of a line of small transmit ter/receiver 
elements and is used in medical imaging for providing a narrow 2-D scqn along 
the array direction The result is a 2-D pulse-echo image corresponding to a 
beam-wide “slice” into the medium of interest. This linear scan is limited'to 
applications in which a tvide “viewing” area is available to place the 
transducer. Linear arrays are thus typically most useful in applications such as 
abdominal scans during pregnancy.
An example of a system which controls the scan direction by adjusting the 
delays to a set of transducer elements is the celebrated phased array. The 
phased array has been applied to radar, sonar, and ultrasound. A simple 
example of a phased array was shown in Figure 1-5. The phased array is the 
most flexible of the imaging systems since it can scan a relatively large imaging 
region from a small “window” into the medium. It is thus the most effective 
heart imaging system since it can peer between the ribs.
Because of their inherent flexibility the most widely used multi-mode 
systems are the linear and phased arrays. For this reason the multi-mode 
analysis will focus on these two systems. The analysis will be kept sufficiently 
general, however, so that it can easily be extended to other other types of 
multi-mode systems.
The operation of the linear and phased arrays are fundamentally different 
in a number of important ways which affect multi-mode operation. The phased 
array transmits from every element, simultaneously. It then sequentially scans 
the environment by sequentially changing the delays to the phased array 
elements between scans. However the linear array transmits sequentially from 
each element along the linear array. Each scan line in the resulting image then 
corresponds to the “view” from a different linear array element.
Two types of simultaneous transmission phased array systems have been 
proposed. The first, denoted here as “beam-coded” transmission, is the 
simultaneous transmission scheme depicted in Figure 1-5 and first described by 
Newhouse and Furgason [39,40]. In this approach a different signal source and 
receiver is associated with each chosen beam mode (e.g. beam direction). This
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approach requires a set of phased arrays for each transmit beam mode to steer 
or focus on transmission and each receive beam mode to steer or focus on 
reception.
The second simultaneous transmission system denoted here as a 
“doloured” transmission system was proposed by Tournois [16], and is shown in 
Figure 2-3. This approach assigns a signal source to each element of the array. 
All beam steering or focusing is done only Oh reception. In this system the 
beam steering on transmission is realized after reception by utilizing a second 
set of delay lines. Each of these delay lines contains a correlation receiver which 
only correlates (matches) with a signal originating from one of the phased array 
elements. By summing a set of these matched and delayed signals, each signal 
originating from a different transmit element, the system effectively recreates 
what would have occurred with steering on transmission.
Several hardware differences between these two approaches are apparent. 
The coloured-transmission approach may require significantly more signal 
squrces since there must be a different signal source for each element. The 
coloured transmission source may also require more correlators, since one 
correlator is needed for each element in the array. It thus appears that the 
coloured transmission system would be extremely costly in terms of hardware 
complexity/ without necessarily gaining any advantage Over the beam-coded 
transmission system. .
Subsequent to the introduction of the beam-coded transmission system by 
Furgason, Newhouse and Lee [39,40], a full analysis of a beam-coded 
simultaneous transmission system which uses random transmit signals was 
carried out by Lee and Furgason [17]. This study showed the feasibility of 
simultaneous transmission through a successful experimental demonstration of 
a simultaneous multi-mode system operating with two modes, the two modes 
corresponding to two transmitters focussed on one receiver. These two-mode 
results Were then ektended in a complete study of an N-mbde random signal 
simultaneous transmission system. A signal-to-noise ratio formula was derived 
which included the effects of clutter, cross-talk, self-noise, and background 
receiver noise. This formula Was verified by making noise power 
measurements- in a sponge-clutter medium, with the random signal flaw 
detection system. ■
Using the verified signal-to-noise ratio formula, a comparison was made 
between an N-mode sequential transmission system and an N-mode 
simultaneous transmission system, each of which were assumed to employ
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Figure 1-6 A two-mode “coloured” transmission system.
random signal correlation detection schemes. In order to simplify the 
equations, it was assumed that all N modes were identical, each having the 
same beam pattern, the same clutter level and the same cross-talk constant. 
The transmitted pulse-width was assumed to be large in order to make it 
possible to neglect some of the noise terms, including the background receiver 
noise and the noise from the interfering signals which, are reflected by large 
desired targets.
Results indicated that even in clutter limited environments, systems which 
have a small cross-talk coefficient can benefit in speed and/or signal-to-noise 
ratio from a simultaneous transmission system using, a correlation receiver. 
This is true in particular for phased arrays which would have central beams 
aimed in N different directions. Even though extra integration time might be 
required, the simultaneous system can still be faster, since it is possible to have 
/I quite small in a phased array. Note that a simultaneous system, such as the 
one depicted in Figure 1-5, would transmit as well as receive in more than one 
mode at a time. The beam pattern for the array is thus squared, which 
decreases the spatial sidelobe level and thus decreases the cross-talk coefficient.
In this thesis, the topic of simultaneous transmission systems is revisited in 
Chapter VII to include ihe effects Of moving targets, and to study and compare 
the promising pseudo-random Qolay codes to other transmit signals in a 
simultaneous transmission system.
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CHAPTER m - PRINCIPLES OF SINGLE-MODE 
CORRELATION SYSTEMS
Fund amentals
To evaluate the performance of a correlation system it is first necessary to 
consider the basic operating principles of the correlation system. If x(t) is the 
broadband noise signal or pseudo-random code applied to the transducer, the 
echo received from a point target is of the form
y{t) = x(t) * h{t) * h{t), (3.1)
where h(t) is the impulse response of the transducer and *■ is the convolution 
operator. For simplicity, the medium is assumed to be lossless and the time 
delay due to propagation is also neglected.
Since correlation detectors are equivalent to matched filters, they obtain 
their enhancement by minimizing, through correlation with a reference signal, 
the mean-squared error of an estimate of the desired signal.
If x(t) is wide-sense stationary, an ideal correlation receiver produces the 
output
RVAT) ~ f(_aT y{u)x{u-T) du, (3.2)
where x{t~T) is the reference signal and T is the time difference between the 
received and reference signal. This output can then be represented as
RyxiT) = yiT) * X(~T) - Mr) * h(T) * (3-3)
If x(t) is assumed to be very broadband so that the autocorrelation function 
Rxx(T)c*8(t), the Dirac delta function, so that the frequency content of y(t) is
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determined primarily by h {t) and the output can be rewritten as
*M*), (M
the same output that would be produced by a pulse-echo system in which the 
excitation is an ideal impulse. For finite integration times, equation (3.2) 
becomes
R„ (t,r,a T) = y(«)z{u-T) du, (3.5)
where^ Rys{t,r) is now a time-varying random variable with a mean given by 
equation (3.2) and a variance given by [41]
'•/.•' **!»,* n. (i-#***'.!8**9 - ' <3-8>
where R^0) is the fourth product moment and has the following form
•’'i?■==■ €)■*(* +T) sKO), C3-7)
The signal-to-noise ratio enhancement (SNRE) of a correlation receiver, is







where d is the duty cycle of the transmitted signal, T is the system integration 
time, and Bitl = Bout and B0Ht are respectively the half-power bandwidths of 
the received signal and the output low-pass filter. Another way to represent
equation (3.8) which is more convenient for digital signals is
SNRE = nNB 8, (3.9)
where n is the number of bits in the transmit burst,-;N is thfe number of 
transmit bursts correlated, and <5 is the width of one bit. For a given repetition 
rate, R , and a given number of transmit bursts, the optimum integration time
T = N/R. (3.10)
Note that the can theoretically be increased, without limit, merely by
increasing the integration time. Therefore, in practice the available SNRE is 
limited only by the stability of the integrator and the rigidity of the 
measurement system.
< Self-Noise
Equation (3.6) describes the power variation of an error term in the finite 
integration time approximation to the ideal Correlator output. This error term 
has been called self-noise for both random and pseudo-random signals.
The self noise of pseudo-random m-sequences is also referred to as range 
sidelobcs in the literature because of their non-random nature. In the rest of 
the paper we will use the term ”self-noise” as the general term referring to the 
self-interference noise process for both random and pseudo-random signals and 
the term ” range sidelobcs” will be restricted to the measured samples of self­
interference noise of a specific pseudo-random code, or sample of random
This self-noise problem can be seen in Figure 3-1, which shows a computer 
simulation of the autocorrelation function for a short 63 bit, m-sequence. 
Interfering self-noise can be easily seen in the area around the large desired 
echo. It can be seen that the self-noise reduces in amplitude as the code 
strength is increased but the extent of the noise increases.
If an entire m-sequence of length m is continuously repeated or circularly 
correlated, its autocorrelation has constant range sidelobe levels of height 1/m 
relative to the peak. But if the m-sequence is transmitted in a discontinuous 
pulsed mode, its autocorrelation function has non-constant range sibelobe 
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pseudo-random codes is bounded such that
"" - oT' /or a"r' (3'u)
where 5 is again the pulse-width of a single binary bit of code.
Under band limited conditions (e.g., Figure 3-Ib), Siebert [43] calculates 
that the autocorrelation function of any maximal-length sequence which is not 
continuously repeated will have range sidelobes of maximum height relative to 
the peak, Hm bounded by
- x/oBT sfrdM'
(3.12)
where n must be less than or equal to m .
For the case where the m-sequence is band-limited to approximately its 
half-power point, B = 1/(26), the bound of the peak sidelobe power computer 
using equation (3.12) is consistent with the bound for the average sidelobe 
power presented in equation (3.11).
Equation (3.11) has considerable intuitive appeal and would seem to apply 
to both m-sequences and random codes. If one considers the correlation of a 
band-limited random code or m-sequehce, for values of r such that 
n§/2 » r > >0, the correlated signals appear similar to background receiver 
noise. Equation (3.8) would then predict peak self-noise power levels, relative to 
the peak power, of 1/aBT. This indicates that the amplitude levels of the self­
noise would be on the Order of l/\/aBT, in agreement with equation (3.12). 
This result is verified in a later study presented in this thesis which compares 
range sidelobe levels of typical samples of random signal to the range sidelobe 
levels of typical m-sequences.
The level and range e: 
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Large Target Effects
xtent of self-noise are particularly important in two 
Uations. One is when a small target of interest is 
er target/and the Other is when a desired target is 
er targets called clutter. The presence of self-noise
causes spatial interference in both cases and thus degrades system performance.
The interference effects of a larger close target are fairly obvious and limit 
the dynamic range of target sizes which can be discriminated. In a pulse-echo 
system, the dynamic range is limited by the height of the edges of the system 
impulse response for the case where a small target is located next to a large 
target. A correlation system will suffer from this same fundamental dynamic 
range limitation since it is imposed by the transducer response. A method for 
overcoming this limitation in either system involves the use of inverse filtering 
operations like the constrained deconvolution operation described in reference
[44]. In addition, for short correlation times the correlation system may be 
further limited in dynamic range by the presence of the self-noise. This can 
easily be seen in the computer simulations of Figure 3-2, As can be seen, the 
dynamic range will then be given by the ratio of the peak signal level to the 
self-noise level given in equation (3.12). If only a single transmit signal is 
integrated (to allow high speed operation) a dynamic range of 30 dB, for 
example, can only be reached for extremely long codes on the order of 500 /<sec 
assuming a bandwidth B of 2 MHz. At the speed of sound in water this 
requires that the target be located at a distance of 3/8 meters, for use in a 




The interference effects produced by clutter are not so obvious. The size 
and distribution of clutter targets, as well as the length of the transmit burst, 
will influence the amount of interference present. The size and distribution of 
clutter targets are fixed characteristics of the medium and only special non­
linear processing such as the split-spectrum processing described in reference
[45] has been found to provide an improvement. Although, using a longer 
transmit burst will reduce the self-noise levels relative to the autocorrelation 
peak; the time extent of the self-noise is twice the length of a transmit burst 
(see Figure 3-1) so that the self-noise from adjacent targets will increase their 
amount of overlap with increasing transmit burst length.
To evaluate the effects of parameter changes, such as pulse-width, we 
assume a very simple clutter situation. Consider a uniform distribution of 
randomly distributed clutter targets, each with the same relative orientation 




Large target effects of self-noiseFigure 3-2
clutter and the beam of the transducer is assumed to have a nearly constant 
cross-sectional area, A, then
Pi = PA- >>;: v;/, /' (3 13)
The average number of clutter targets or grains, 7, contributing 
interference at any particular delay can be computed by convolving the 
ultrasonic signal with the clutter target distribution. Since the target 
distribution was assumed to be uniform, the number of grains contributing to 
the interference is simply
7 = Piw. ■ ; (3.14)
where w is the width or effective spatial extent of the ultrasound signal. The 
actual spatial extent of the ultrasonic signal is determined solely by the 
transmitting transducer, its excitation, and the sound velocity of the medium. 
However, in terms of the overall system performance, the effective width of the 
pulse is also influenced by the bandwidth of the receiving transducer and 
receiver. In a correlation system, the effective width of the ultrasonic signal is 
also influenced by the autocorrelation function of the transmit signal (see 
equation (3-3).
For a given transducer and medium of characteristic velocity, v, the 
minimum ultrasonic pulse-width is approximately w=v/B, the output pulse- 
width of an ideal pulse-echo system. This return echo pulse is produced by 
applying a rectangular pulse to the transducer which has a duration less than 
or equal to one-half of a cycle of the fundamental frequency component (the 
center frequency, fe) of the ultrasonic transducer, l/(2/c). The minimum 
number of interfering targets contributing interference to the pulse-echo output 
at any range is then
7* = Piv/B. (3.15)
Since in the correlation system output the autocorrelation function of the 
transmit signal is convolved with the clutter, the autocorrelation function for 
pseudo-random and random signals can be considered to be composed of two 
parts; the desired large central triangular pulse of width 28, shown in Figure 3-
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1 and interfering range side 
Hm of equation (3-12). From 
produces an output signal 
which is of length l/B. Th 
produce the same minimum 
(3-15). However the self-no 
number of additional interfe
obes of extend 2nd and relative height bounded by 
equation (3.4) the desired central triangular pulse 
nearly identical to a pulse-echo system output 
us, in the ideal case, the correlation system would 
number of interfering targets as given by equation 
se will add additional interfering targets and the 
ring targets will be approximately
Assuming the scattering cr 
that multiple scattering ca 
interference signal from eat 
power returned from an iso
In a correlation system 
by equation (3.12) indicates 
clutter target will be given
Piv{2n8] , nS > :)• (3.16)
ass-section of the average clutter target is so small 
n be ignored, we can then add the powers of the 
h particle [46]. If we further assume that the peak 
ated clutter target is (7», then the minimum clutter 
interference power, C0, that would be seen by an ideal pulse-echo system is 
then given as
"P. %Pi (3.17)
the bound on the amplitude of the self-noise given 
that the average power in the self-noise due to a 
by
Cr = rHl Ci = rCiKnNB6) < C{/(nNB6),
where r is sonie constant 
transmit bursts of length n 
correlator output signal due
Ca - Cr =htv2rjNB] C{
Special care must be ex 
equations for the case w 
output bandwidth of the 
such a system actually de
(3.18)
and 0 < r < 1. Consequently, when N unique 
8 are correlated, the additional clutter power in the 
to self-noise is
(3.19)
ercised in extending and interpreting the above 
here n 8< 1 j{2je). Under these circumstances the 
Correlator is greater than the input bandwidth and 
grades the output signal-to-noise ratio compared to
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pulse-echo systems. However* in practical correlation systems n {>> 1/(2f c), 
thus, this limiting case is of no practical importance.
To complete the discussion of clutter effects, we cast the final equations in 
terms of a dimensionless parameter. Let the ratio of shift register clock 
frequency to the bandwidth of the transducer be defined as
The total signal-to-clutter ratio, SCR, for the correlation system is then just 
the ratio of the power of the desired signal P to the total output clutter power
SCR = pj\G, _+••<?,) ~PI\C.(l + ^)|, »«> -p
where the case iiS<i/(2fe) also describes the signal-to-clutter ratio for a 
conventional pulse-echo system. Including the background receiver noise t], and 
assuming that the noise sources are all uncorrelated so that their powers add a 
total signal-to-noise ratio for the correlation system is given by
' SNR - : • p ........ . -..... (3.22)
1
The total signal-to-noise ratio for the conventional pulse-echo system is 
described by equation (3-23) with r — 0 and b/(nN) = 1. An alternative 
definition for the SNR of a correlation system, which is particularly useful in 
nondestructive evaluation, measures the ability to identify the location of a 
particular signal in the presence of background noise which surrounds the 
desired target. In this case, the range-sidelobes of the target must also be taken 
into account since they contribute to the noise level in the vicinity of the 
target. Thus comparing the peak signal power to the total power level of all the 







cancellation requires the summation of two
It is well known that 
frequency transmit signal i
compression or stretching 
target velocity (49], In a c 
or; shorter.' hurst.':' In a c
the effects of this mismatc 
developed a generalized
autocorrelation functions, which correspond to transmit bursts separated by the 
transmit repetition period, movement of the target between transmit bursts 
will produce correlation functions which will not align as required for peak 
superposition and self-noise cancellation. Takeuchi studied a phase-modulated
and estimated that Doppler shifts would cause self­
noise which follows a curve similar to cos 1/0), where 0 is the phase difference 
between received complementary codes due to Doppler shift.
moving targets add a Doppler shift onto a single 
n direct proportion to the velocity of the target and 
the frequency of transmission [48]. In the case of a broad-band, (multi- 
frequency waveform) the effect of the moving target can best be described as a
of the time-domain waveform in proportion to the 
onventionai pulse-echo system the result is a longer 
orrelation system the returning waveform from a
moving target ho longer matches the reference signal. In order to determine
on wideband signals, Kelly and Wishner [49] have 
form of the original well-known narrow-band 
ambiguity function developed by Woodward [48].
Kelly and Wishner’s generalized ambiguity function can be represented in 
a number of equivalent integral forms. Assuming, for simplicity, that the 
source/receiver is stationary and that the target has zero acceleration, one 
convenient form of the generalized ambiguity function is
G{tMSX °°A(w) A *(wi/) e-i2nwindu, (3.24)
where t is the time delay difference between the received signal and the 
reference signal, A (w) is the complex frequency spectrum of the transmit signal, 
and Wa;(i-~2h/c); where v is the target velocity, and e is the velocity of sound. 
Note that for a given i/, G(t,v) represents the output of a correlation system
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for a moving target. A simple substitution of rfv for r shows that for a fixed v) 
the integral can be viewed as the inverse Fourier transform of A(w)A 
which maps into the t domain scaled by the factor v. The variable u is 
normally very close to unity since c is very large compared to v for practical 
imaging situations. Thus G(t/v,v)~G{t,v) and the scale factor on r can be 
ignored in the inverse Fourier Transform calculation for simulations.
Using this formula it is possible to simulate the generalized function for a 
given transmit signal, merely by performing an inverse Fourier transform on 
the multiplied spectra A(u>) and A This simulation is carried out later in




CHAPTER IV- IMPLEMENTATION OF SINGLE-MODE 
CORRELATION SYSTEMS
Correlation Architectures
The correlation process described by equation (3.5) can be implemented in 
hardware or software via a number of different architectures. The three basic 
correlation system structures are, the transversal filter which produces a high 
speed serial output [50], the time-integrating correlator which produces a 
parallel set of outputs one for each delay [51], and the FFT convolution 
processor [52] which can be implemented in array processors or software. In 
these systems the delay between the received signal y(t), and the reference 
signal x(t), can be synthesized by adding delays to one or both signals. This 
delay has been implemented in hardware by a number oif different analog and 
digital methods, including digital shift registers, charge coupled delay lines 
(CCD)[50), surface acoustic wave (SAW) delay lines [53], liquid delay lines [2], 
and digital delay lines. The multiplication and integration processes of equation 
(3.5) can also be implemented in hardware by a number of different analog and 
digital methods. As should be obvious, the best type of delay line, multiplier, 
and integrator will partly depend upon the form of signal to be correlated. 
Accordingly, an appropriate delay line for a binary signal, for example, is 
obviously a set of digital shift registers. In the following section a discussion 
and comparison is made between the basic types of correlation architectures 
and between the system components which are presently available.
The transversal implementation of a correlator is shown in Figure 4-1. 
The received echo signals are sent through a multi-tap delay line in which the 
taps are separated by a delay increment equal to the clock period of the 
pseudo-random transmit signal. If the transmit signal is random, the delay 
increment is chosen to fulfill the Nyquist sampling rate for the signal 
bandwidth. The correlation reference signal is stored in digital memory or 
hardware and is used to weight the outputs of the tapped delay line. These 
weighted signals are then summed to produce the correlation output in serial 
form.















Figure 4-1 Transversal filter correlator.
The transversal filter of Figure 4-1 can be easily shown to produce the 
desired correlation process. If y(t—Tg) is the received echo signal from a single 
point reflector at distance vt0/2 and x(t) is the reference signal, the output of 
the summer of Figure 4-1 is
*(0!= E XU) f(i + /At-nAr- f0) (4.1)
: J=1
where j is an integer representing the /th tap from the right, At is the time 
delay between taps of the delay line, and n is the code length.
This equation represents a sampled version of the autocorrelation function. 
It can be transformed into the familiar correlation integral formula by using 
the sifting property of the Dirac delta function [54], The integral form of 
equation 4-1 is then
m =
o
£ <5(« jAr) y(t + u - T- rQ)
/=i
du, (4.2)
where T = nAr and <$(f) is the Dirac delta function. Let r — t~T—T0, so that
r is a function of time, and s(«) ■= jAr)x(^—--}, then
: > = 0 Ar
nAr
R(t ; t) - z(t+T+Tq) = f s(u) y(u+T)du, (4.3)
o
which is the familiar integral form of the correlation function, where s(n) is a 
sampled version of the reference signal, x(u).
A time-integrating version of the correlator is shown in Figure 4-2. 
Instead of delaying the received signal, the reference signal is delayed with a 
multi-tap delay line. The received signal is then correlated separately with each 
delayed version of the reference signal using m multipliers and integrators, 
where m is the number of ranges of interest. As in the transversal filter, the 
delay increment between range samples is chosen to satisfy the Nyquist 
sampling rate for the pulse-echo waveform. The m correlation ranges are thus 
produced in parallel, and the output for each range can be described by a 
slightly modified version of equation (3.5). A practical integrator does not
CLOCK
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Figure 4-2 Time-integrating correlator.
normalize by the factor aT , and the delay r will be an initial delay, t0, plus 
m6, where 5 is the delay increment, so that
t ...
z(t,m)— J y(«)x[«-(r0 + m6)]d«. (4.4)
t-nNAr '
Note that the lower integral limit includes a factor N which allows for an 
integration of more than one transmit burst. Integrating more then one 
transmit burst is equivalent to time averaging, a process which produces 
additional signal-to-noise ratio improvement, as described by equation 4-9. 
This inherent time averaging ability is the prime advantage of the time 
integrating correlator over the transversal filter correlator.
After some thought, one may realize that since the basic requirement of 
the correlation hardware is to produce a delay difference between the received 
signal and the reference signal, it should be possible to exchange the input 
signals, y(t■— r) and x(t), to both the transversal filter and the time integrating 
correlator. However, some slight modifications are required in the hardware for 
the interchanged version of the transversal filter, Figure 4-3, due to the 
inherent range uncertainty in the time of reception of the received pulse-echo
If:■*(*}' is the transmit signal, the received pulse-echo signal is y(t~t0 ) 
where t0 = 2xfv\ where x is the distance to the reflector and v is the average 
propagation velocity along the flight path. Since t0 is the variable to be 
estimated, the best that can usually be known apriori is that t0 is within some 
range =< r0 =< r,- + mAt. (Ordinarily, in practice, the only targets one 
is really interested in are located in this chosen range of delays.)
In this transversal filter implementation, the received signal is
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Input-exchanged transversal filter correlatorFigure 4~3
where: s(i) is the sampled, stored sequence,
' . /\ y
» is an integer such that 1 < i < (m + n——) 
n is the burst length,
m is the number of ranges being correlated,
Ar is the code bit width, and 
At is the sampling period.
The sampled version of y(t~T0) thus begins in the memory location at the 
nearest i greater than [wAf + n Ar + r,- + rj-^y.
Once the echo signal has been stored in the parallel-out memory, the 
reference signal can be generated at any delay, rr, and clock rate, CK, such 
that rr > r,-. This can be a major benefit of this approach, if there are 
hardware speed constraints in the transversal filter implementation.
The output of the input-exchanged transversal filter is then
[m+n'2fi
z(t) - ^ s(j)x(t~JAt+mAt-nAr-Tr), .’(4.6)
y=i :




z(t) - / Y, 6(u-jS)y(-u+T0-T{+mAt+ nAt) (4.7)
0 xx(t—u+mAt—nAt—Tr)du
substituting » = -« + mAl + «Arr( +r,-, and letting t=mAt + nAt and 
tau —t-T0—T, then:
t' + T
R(t) = f q(v)x(v + r)dv, .(4.8)
' ' ; U
m + NAtAt
where q(v) = 6(u — j5)y(v).
j = i
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Although the system design of the input-ex changed version of the time- 
integrating correlator shown in Figure 4-4 is identical to the time-integrating 
correlator design, the actual hardware of the input-exchanged version is always 
limited to using a delay line which can store a dynamic range of signals as 
required in the final output. However, when the reference signal is delayed, 
Figure 4-4 if the reference signal is binary the delay line can also be in binary 
form. This can be a considerable advantage in hardware requirements.
Another type of correlation architecture, the FFT convolution correlator, 
takes advantage of the fact that convolution in the time domain can be 
represented as a multiplication in the frequency domain. Since correlation and 
convolution are very similar, it is possible to transform to the frequency 
domain and perform a correlation by multiplication.
The convolution operation * is described by
; ;.:t;'i-V ^Vt*)**-U:>^«V ; :(4-9)
' . • V. ■ -oo :.
where ) is the complex conjugate of x(t). This can easily be seen to be a 
correlation operation on y{t) and if x (t) is replaced by x ( t), so that
■ v. 00
R-i(i) = y(t)l* ~ f yiu)x{u-i)duy (4 10)
-00
which is identical to equation (3.5), except for the finite limits of integration 
required in equation (3.5) for a practical implementation.
Now, as iswellknown, convolution in the time domain is equivalent to
multiplication in the frequency domain. Therefore,
(4.11)
where F\ ] and F~l[ ] are the Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms 
respectively.
This convolution correlator can readily be implemented through pipeline 
FFT processors [55] in schemes similar to that shown in Figure 4-5. The 
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Figure 4-4 Input-exchanged time-integrating correlator.
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are calculated simultaneously during the frequency domain multiplication. In 
addition, efficient high-speed FFT processors are becoming a standard function 
within LSI technology, especially in radar [55]. These pipeline FFT processors 
are modular in form and increased data lengths from increased scan range can 
be handled merely by augmenting the processor with additional modules.
All of the preceding architectures have their own merits and 
disadvantages. The hardware components required are different for each, as will 
be discussed next. The transversal filter lends itself Well to high-speed one-burst 
correlation because hardware requirements are minimal. The delay line must 
only be long enough to store the burst length; whereas the other processing 
methods must incorporate enough delays to handle the scan length, which may 
be much longer than the burst length. However, as mentioned before, the 
time-integrating correlator has the advantage of providing improved signal-to- 
noise ratio which is obtained merely by increasing the integration time.
The correlation architecture, used for demonstrations in the following 
study, is a simplified version of the time-integrating correlator. This system is 
called a box-car correlator because of the serial box-car way in which the 
ranges are processed, Figure 4-6. It trades processing speed for simplicity by 
utilizing only one of the parallel output range channels of Figure 4-2. The 
entire range is scanned serially by incrementally changing the initial delay time 
of the reference signal, after N transmit bursts have been integrated. If the 
scan covers r range bins and the time between transmit bursts is P then it 
takes rPN amount of time to finish a range scan. This method is not effective 
for tracking fast moving targets, but it has the advantages of reduced hardware 
and a reduced sampling rate for data storage, which allows for a more accurate, 
and cheaper A/D converters. Conventional inexpensive low-speed 
microprocessors can then be used to control the data acquisition, even though 
the processed bandwidths are very high.
Hardware Components
There are three or four components required for the correlation 
architectures discussed in the previous sections: delay lines, multipliers and 
integrators; and digital memory for some implementations. Each of these 
components can be implemented by a number of different methods.
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Delay lines fall into two major categories — acoustic and electronic. 
Acoustic delay lines are analog in nature and fall into several sub-categories — 
liquid, solid bulk-mode, and solid surface-mode. Electronic delay lines fall into 
a number of sub-categories including digital high speed memories, charge- 
coupled delay lines and digital shift registers.
Acoustic delay lines are analog in nature and require some type of acoustic 
medium in which an acoustic wave is transmitted and received using electro­
acoustic transducers.
A liquid delay line was used in the original random signal flaw detection 
system. This liquid delay line, Figure 4-7, consisted of two piezo-electric 
transducers, identical to the transducer used for the transmitter/receiver, 
placed in a water bath and scanned mechanically. This method has the 
advantages of extreme simplicity, can be operated bi-directionally for 
producing identically matched delay [7], and produces a continuous range of 
delays. It has the disadvantages of being large and unwieldy in size, it degrades 
the resolution by limiting the bandwidth of the reference signal due to the 
transducers [7], and it produces slow scans and slow resets due tp mechanical 
limitations. It also does not easily allow for multiple taps, since the receive 
transducers are large and interfere with the continuity of the propagating 
signal. Other types of liquids could also be used instead of water, and 
reductions in size and increased efficiency may be possible by using liquids with 
lower propagation velocity and higher density, respectively. Water, however, is 
cheap and readily available.
Solid versions of the liquid delay line have been created using materials 
such as quartz. Quartz delay lines can be made compact by using reflections to 
increase the path length. Unfortunately, these delay lines are only suitable for 
fixed delays and although it would be possible to produce parallel outputs by 
using more than one delay line, cost and size can become prohibitive.
Surface wave devices are another commonly used method for producing 
delays [53]. A typical SAW delay line is shown in Figure 4-8. The fingerlike 
structures are the traiismit and receive electrodes. Surface waves are produced 
which travel between the electrodes when an appropriate signal is applied to 
the transmit electrodes. The surface waves are generally slower than the bulk- 
mode waves so that the devices are Somewhat smaller than the previously 
described delay line devices. It is also possible to use a number of receive 

















lines can suffer from several limitations, some of which are identical to the 
previous delay lines. They are rather large for long delay times, can limit the 
bandwidth of the reference signal, and good SAW delay line devices 
bandwidths have only been constructed at frequencies above about 50 MHz. 
Of course it is possible to use modulation to use high frequency devices to delay 
low frequency signals, but complexity becomes a problem and size is also a 
problem, because long delay lines on the order of 50 fisec are required. 
However, these devices have the advantage of providing additional signal 
processing on the device itself. Filters, convolvers, etc. have all been built on 
SAW devices.
The most promising delay lines are electronic in nature. Electronic delay 
lines interface more efficiently with standard digital components and filters, 
retain wider bandwidth, provide easy multi-tap access, and with improvements 
in technology are becoming smaller faster, and lower in power consumption.
The most promising electronic delay line is the CCD, or charge-coupled 
delay line shown in Figure 4-9. These devices retain the best properties of both 
analog and digital delay lines. Although the amplitude information is analog in 
nature, the delays are incremental, and thus digital in nature. CCD delay lines 
allow for small size, (silicon LSI technology) easy multi-tap access, and wide 
bandwidth, while retaining large dynamic range without the requirement for 
multi-bit hardware. These devices consist of a series of charge storage areas 
which are separated by one way charge transfer paths. The exchange of charges 
are controlled by electronic gates. Charges proportional in amplitude to the 
input signal, at the sampling times, are stored and transferred through the 
length of the delay line during the presence of a synchronized clock signals. 
Unfortunately, CCD delay lines at frequencies above 5 MHz are only in the 
development stage.
The last type of delay line to be discussed here, multi-bit digital delay 
lines, can be created by using a set of binary digital delay lines in parallel, as 
Shown in Figure 4-10. This delay line has A/D and D/A converters at the 
input and output, respectively, to emulate an analog delay line. The dynamic 
range of signals which such a delay line can store, DR, is the same as that of 
an A/D converter, so that
^)R - 2n:/ . ■ (4.12)






Figure 4-9 Electronic CCD delay line.
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Figure ^IQ Multi-bit digital delay line
Digital shift registers are readily available in M;O S. to 20 MHz clock 
rates* TTL. to 100 MHz clock rates and ECL. to 200 MHz clock fates. As the 
frequency goes up, there is a corresponding increase in chip power requirements 
and an increase in the number of chips required. Multi-bit digital delay lines 
have the advantage of operating at high clock speeds and thus can handle high 
bandwidth signals, are easily amenable to LSI technology, are readily available, 
and can be used in multi-tap format. They have the disadvantages of requiring 
many, parallel registers if a large dynamic range is required, and can require a 
considerable amount of space and power. They also have the disadvantage of 
requiring an A/D convertor at the front end. Currently integrated A/D 
convertors can only sample at approximately 20 MHz. However, as technology 
is advanced into faster, cheaper and lower powered devices these disadvantages 
will continue to be reduced.
In this study, the correlator architecture shown in Figure 4-6 was used. 
Because of this approach it was not necessary to store the received signal 
y(t - t) in a multi-bit delay line. Only a one-bit wide (binary) digital"'delay line 
was required to delay the binary reference signal. In spite of the relative 
simplicity of this approach, multiplication by a binary reference signal retains 
all of the desired amplitude information present in the received signal. The 
dynamic range of the system is still very high because the return signal y(t — r) 
Contains the dynamic range information.
Multipliers
Multipliers fall into three general types — analog, digital and hybrid 
multipliers. The most common analog multipliers are traditionally called mixers 
and are typically constructed using diodes as shown in Figure 4-11.
This device can; be shown to provide the product if the inputs are 
constrained to be less than a certain maximum voltage, above which their 
response becomes nonlinear. They have the advantage of being very wide in 
bandwidth. These devices have the disadvantage of requiring the use of discrete 
inductors and diodes. They are also somewhat limited in dynamic range, 
require matching impedance networks, and produce a slight loss in signal 
strength. Newer models however* are becoming smaller, wider in dynamic 
range and less lossy.
If the correlator input signals are digital streams of data, a high speed 
digital multiplier can be used. Digital multiplication can also be easily
Figure 4-11 Analog mixer multiplier,
implemented by multiplies in software if the signals have been stored. An 
example of a high-speed multiplier scheme is drawn in Figure 4-12.
Integrators
Several analog methods can be used to perform integration in practical 
applications. Operational amplifiers with a capacitor in the feedback loop can 
perform near-ideal integration especially for short integration times. For long 
integration times. DC offsets at the amplifier inputs can cause severe drift 
problems. If a long integration time is required, passive lowpass filters can be 
used to approximate an ideal integrator and will not suffer the same stability 
problems as an operational amplifier integrator. The integration time of a low- 
pass filter can be determined by equating the energies present in the impulse 
responses of the low-pass filter and an ideal finite-time integrator. Using this 
method it can be shown that the integration time of a single-pole low-pass filter 
is ■ •
r = --7-" (4.i3)
■ XI i
where /1 is the half-power cutoff frequency of the filter. For higher order filters 
of order a, using a similar impulse response comparison and Parseval’s theorem, 
it can be shown that
r * ( ^ ' II J I • (4.14)
This approximation increases in accuracy with increasing a and is most 
accurate for maximally flat (Butterworth) filters.
Optimum Transmit Codes
Two types of large time-bandwidth signals have previously been studied 
for use in ultrasonic flaw detection systems, random signals [2, 3, 6] and 





Figure 4-12 High-speed digital multiplier.
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easily generated and have bandwidths which are essentially independent of the 
transmitted signal duration.
Random signals can be produced very easily by amplifying the thermal 
noise present in any number of sources including resistors [56], vacuum tubes 
[56], and diodes [56]. This noise can be transmitted in analog fashion as in the 
original analog random signal system [3], or after clipping and sampling as in 
the high speed digital correlation system to be described.
M-sequences are special pseudo-random codes described by Golomb [57] 
which are, by definition, the maximal-length sequences which can be produced 
by any finite-length shift register. The length of the m-sequence produced by a 
shift register of length k is
m = 2*-l (4.15)
A number of different m-sequences can be produced for any given shift 
register length, by using modulo-2 addition and special feedback configurations 
[57]. In this study, the m-sequences which are normally in binary form, were 
changed to a bipolar form, where +1 and -1 were substituted for the binary 
values 1 and 0, to remove the DC offset and make the transmit Signal 
compatible with the bandpass characteristics of the ultrasonic transducer.
If m-sequences are transmitted continuously they produce constant 
sidelobes of height -1/m, where m is the code length given by equation (4.15). 
If AC coupled transducers are used, this constant DC offset will not effect the 
output, and thus, the range sidelobes will be zero.
Several continuous transmission correlation systems using m-sequences 
have recently been developed, including a Doppler flow measurement system 
described by Cathignol [58] and flaw detection systems described by Lam and 
Hui [8] and Pederson [9]. However, as mentioned before, these systems require 
the use of separate transmitting and receiving transducers, which can impose 
limitations on their use in many flaw detection situations.
If m-sequences are transmitted in discontinuous bursts, as in the NDE 
ultrasonic correlation systems described by Elias [6] and Chapelon et al. [7], 
their autocorrelation functions have finite range sidelobes of approximate 
height m_1/2[43]. The longest known binary code which can be transmitted 
discontinuously and which has the minimum possible range sidelobes of height 
1/m, is the Barker code of length 13 [59]. This longest Barker code is obviously 
too short to produce sufficient SNRE for most practical NDE applications.
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If it is possible to sum the correlation outputs of two sequential transmit 
bursts, two types of pseudo-random codes can theoretically be used to produce 
zero self-noise levels in a non-continuous transmit/receive mode using a single 
transducer. They are the binary pseudo-random codes called Golay codes [60] 
and the quaternary pseudo-random codes called E-codes [61],
Golay codes are pairs of complementary binary codes which have been 
thoroughly characterized by Golay [60], They have the special property that 
the autocorrelation functions from each code in a pair have a large central peak 
and have range sidelobes of identical shape but of opposite sign as shown in 
Figures 4-13a and 4-l3b. The addition of the autocorrelation functions from a 
pair of complementary codes produces a large central peak with no range 
sidelobes as shown in Figure 4-13c.
Golay codes cannot be as easily generated as m-sequences, but Golay [60] 
describes a set of algorithms for determining long codes from shorter codes. 
For a given short complementary Golay code, pair another complementary 
Golay code pair can be generated from the shorter pair which is twice as long, 
and which retains the range sidelobe cancellation. This generation can easily 
be done by either appending or interleaving using the original code pair. In the 
appending method, given a short complementary code pair A and D, the new 
longer code pair will be AD and AD , where the overbar indicates that the code 
bits are complemented In the interleaving method, the bits of A and D are 
interleaved for one code and those of A and D for the complementary Code, 
Other similar methods can alsb be used to generate new codes from two pairs 
of unrelated complementary codes.
Many codes exist for any given code length, and the length of Golay code 
usable by a correlation system is limited only by the generation capabilities of
the system.
These codes were Originally used to determine the slit patterns for optical 
multislit spectrometry [60]. More recently, Golay codes have been used with 
good success at very low frequencies, approximately 2 to 100 Hz, in a seismic 
prospecting system [62], They have not, to our knowledge, been studied for 
application in ultrasonics, except theoretically by Takeuchi in a proposed 
medical imaging system [63, 64],
Quaternary E-codes have also been shown to have this zero range sidelobe 
property [61 j. Quaternary E-codes are four symbol codes which have been 
described by Welti [61], These codes are restricted to lengths which are powers 
of two and can be generated from basis binary codes called D-codes. Turyn 
[65] has shown the equivalence of Golay codes and certain El-codes with respect
16
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to side-lobe cancellation. Because of this equivalence and because the binary 
form of Golay codes makes Golay codes much easier to implement, the E-codes 
were not investigated further for this study.
Modulation Methods
In the random signal correlation system the random thermal noise was 
amplified, bandpass filtered and then directly transmitted. However, two types 
of modulation schemes have been proposed for systems which use pseudo­
random m-sequences — direct transmission and phase modulation. In direct 
transmission, Figures 4- 14a and 4- 14b, the code is clocked at a rate which is 
greater than the upper cutoff frequency of the transducer so that the resolution 
of the system will be determined only by the transducer, as previously 
mentioned. In phase modulation, Figures 4-14c and 4-14d, the code is clocked 
at approximately half the rate required for the direct transmission method and 
used to phase modulate a carrier at the center frequency of the transducer. A 
simple comparison of these two techniques shows that phase modulation is a 
more efficient means of transmission [66], simply because much less of the 
signal spectrum falls outside the transducer pass-banc] and therefore is not 
wasted as in the directly sequenced system. This can easily be seen in the 
Spectrums shown in Figure 4-14. However, Chapelon et al. [7] have shown that 
by filtering the directly sequenced code before transmission, the efficiency of 
both systems is essentially the same. This filtering then protects the ultrasonic 
transducer from the low frequency energy produced in direct sequencing 
transmission. Both Nahamoo and Kuk [66] and Chapelon et al. [7] agree that 
phase modulation is more complicated to implement than direct sequencing. In 
this study we use direct sequencing transmission in a digital version of the 
original random signal system, because of its relative simplicity of 
implementation and its utilization of maximum transducer bandwidth;
Optimum Clock Rate
Equation (3.3) indicates that, assuming the autocorrelation function of a 
large time-bahdwidth signal is a delta function, the correlation output is the 
impulse response of the system. In practice, however, the code bit-width 
(transmit clock rate) is chosen in Order to maximize the output signal-to-noise 
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large time-bandwidth signal has a basewidth of 2<5 and therefore is not 
necessarily a good approximation to a delta function. In a pulse-echo system 
the stimulating waveform is not triangular, but is a smoothed rectangular pulse 
with unequal rise and fall times. If this pulse is approximated by an ideal 
rectangular pulse the optimal pulse-width for a pulse-echo system is 1/2/,..
In order to determine an optimum transmit clock rate for the correlation 
system, the operation pf the correlation system, as described by equation (3.3), 
was simulated with a computer program. The impulse response, A.(t)'*A(t), of a 
40% bandwidth transducer was first measured experimentally in a pulse-echo 
mode. A functional fit was then made to simulate the measured impulse 
response on the computer. The ideal triangular autocorrelation function, 
was generated by convolving two identical rectangular pulses which where a 
single bit-width, 8, in length. This triangular pulse was then convolved with the 
simulated impulse response to produce the output, as described by equation 
(3.3). The power of the simulated output was measured by summing the 
squares of the digital samples of output, and the output noise power was 
assumed to be linearly related to <5since the length of a transmit burst varies in 
a linear manner with 8, assuming a constant number of bits in each transmit 
burst. The ratio of these two powers then produced an output signal-to-noise 
ratio for the correlation system.
The plot in Figure 4-15 shows the analytically determined output signal- 
to-noise ratio versus the shift register clock rate, ft —1/8. As can be seen for 
1.4/e <■/,•< 3.4/c the signal-to-noise ratio reaches a maximum at 
approximately fm = 2fe, and varies less than 2 dB within this range. When 
operating at the optimal clock rate, fm, the simulated output waveform 
appears as shown with the solid line of Figure 4-16. This output is nearly 
identical to the impulse response of the transducer represented by the dashed 
line of Figure 4-16. The simulated output for a pulse-echo system operating at 
the optimum pulse-width is not shown, but is located between the solid and 
dashed lines of Figure 4-16. Thus, even for the fairly wide triangular 
autocorrelation function resulting from operation at the optimum signal-to- 
noise ratio, the simulations predict that the correlation system resolution is 































Figure 4-16 Comparison of a computer simulated output for a correlation 
system operating at the optimum clock frequency and the
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Time-Gain-Control Effects
A practical ultrasonic imaging system for medical applications typically 
uses a method called time-gain-control (TGC) to compensate for the 
exponential decrease in signal strength which occurs in tissue, Figure 4-17. 
Unfortunately, TGC can produce adverse effects if improperly used in a 
correlation system. A TGC amplifier varies its gain with time according to a 
curve like the dashed line. Ideally, the net return signal strength for a target 
will then be independent of its depth, as shown by the straight line of Figure 
4-17. The desired result is a decrease in the dynamic range requirements of all
the subsequent electronic stages, including the final display device. In
conventional pulse-echo systems, TGC is implemented in the front-end receiver 
in order to optimize the signaS-to-noise ratio and reduce the dynamic range 
requirements of the subsequent stages.
Unfortunately, if implemented in the conventional manner, the TGC 
receiver can adversely effect the operation of a correlation system which uses 
long transmit signals.
The TGC receiver will exponentially modulate the long received signal as 
shown in Figure 4-18. If the correlator then blindly attempts to correlate with 
a copy of the transmit signal, the signals are no longer optimally matched, and 
the resulting signal is distorted. Takeuchi proposed to compensate for this 
TGC term [63,64j by either transmitting the long transmit signals with an 
inverse exponential weighting, or by inverse exponential weighting, on 
reception, in the correlator. Both of these methods are somewhat complicated 
since they require a careful match between the signal weighting and the TGC 
amplifier. They also reduce the output signal-to-noise ratio of the system since 
the optimum signal or code amplitude would not be used at all times.
An alternate method not discussed by Takeuchi, is to apply the TGC after 
the detection system- Since the detection process compresses the long transmit 
signals, there will be no need for complicated inverse weighting. For systems 
wiiich operate in real time, as is the case in medical imaging systems that 
image mbying objects, a simple synchronized TGC amplifier could be used at 
the output of the detection process. Such a system would have a constant gain 
receiver with a gain equal to the minimum gain of the TGC receiver.
Based on the system design parameters presented in the second part of 
Takeuchi’s paper [64], it is possible to estimate the amount of additional noise 
resulting from the use of a constant gain receiver. Using typical noise figures 




Figure 4-17 TGC amplifier effects.
Figure 4-18 TGC effects on an m-sequence burst.
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1 to 2 dB of output signal-to-noise ratio degradation.
This signal-to-noise ratio degradation can easily be overcome by the use of 
a constant signal strength throughout the pulse-length of the transmitted 
signal. Following Takeuchi’s example of a 12 bit code, a 20% signal bandwidth 
and a 6 dB change in amplitude, between the beginning and end of an 
exponential pulse, there is approximately 3 dB less average power in an 
exponential pulse compared to the average power present in a constant 
maximum signal strength pulse. This 3 dB difference easily compensates for the 
degradation estimated above. Further signal-to-noise ratio improvement can 
also be obtained by lengthening the pulse-width of the transmitted signal. The 
pulse-length is no longer restricted as it is in the proposed Golay code system, 
where only 6 dB or slightly more gain change could occur over one pulse 
sequence.'.
In systems that image stationary objects, as is the case in flaw detection 
systems, it would be possible to use a different kind of gain compensation. 
Since the targets are not moving, a real-time scan is not required and it is 
possible to integrate or average more than one pulse at each range [2j. It would 
be possible to vary the net integration time, nNS, with depth, to compensate 
for attenuation effects so that
nNS = K2a{Xi *x) (4.16)
Where a is the attenuation constant of the medium, xx is some reference depth 
of penetration, x2 is the depth for which compensation is desired, and K is 
some constant. If the integration time, is increased exponentially with depth, 
the scan time will thus also increase exponentially with scan depth.
This method of gain compensation, using varying integration time, has 
several benefits over conventional TGC, The output noise level of a variable 
integration time system will stay constant throughout a scan, whereas 
conventional TGC produces an exponentially increasing noise level. The depth 
of penetration of a variable integration time system is not limited by the 
transmitted signal strength and attenuation, as it is in real-time systems. The 
only limitations on the depth of penetration are the stability of the integrator 
and the rigidity of the scan device and the medium. Because of the available 
SNRE the center frequency of operation and the bandwidth of the transmitted 
signal can easily be increased, causing a corresponding increase in the lateral 
and axial resolutions, respectively. Of course an increase in integration time
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means that the system will not operate in real time, but in flaw detection 
where high resolution and maximum penetration are more important than scan 
speed a spread energy system with variable integration time gain compensation,
using a system similar to Takeuchi’s [63,64], is feasible.
CHAPTER V - A DIGITAL CORRELATION SYSTEM 
FOR BINARY TRANSMIT SIGNALS
Following the development of the originalrandom signal correlation flaw 
detection system [2], a new flaw detection system was developed which replaced 
the analog water delay line of the original system with a set of high-speed 
digital shift registers. Initially this system was used to transmit random 
signals, with a sampled version of the random transmit signal stored in the 
delay line. This method was found to be an inefficient use of the transmit 
power and for the work in this paper the initial system was modified to 
transmit the binary sampled version of the random signal, or any type of 
binary transmit signal, such as m-sequences.
In the following chapter this new digital flaw detection system is 
described, tested, compared to simulations, and evaluated in a number of 
critical situations.
System Description
The new digital flaw detection system is shown in Figure 5-1. This system 
can store a pair of reference signals each containing up to 256 bits, which 
corresponds to a 12.8 fis reference signals at a 20 MHz clock frequency. Clock 
frequencies of up to 30 MHz can be used in the present system. Using a clock of 
frequency fe, the digital delay line produces random signals and m-sequences of 
half-power bandwidth .45fe. the digital delay line will thus produce reference 
signals of much wider bandwidth than the water delay line, provided the 
transducer upper half-power frequency is below .45/c. The scan rate, initial 
delay time, and scan range of the digital flaw detection system are all 
controlled by digital signals, allowing the system to be interfaced with a 
microprocessor.
The operation of the system is as follows: first a digital controller loads 































Figure 5-1 Digital correlation system.
samples per cell, and number of cells. (A cell is a delay increment and is equal 
to l/fc in this system.) On the transmit cycle, the controller signals the 
source to transmit, and loads the transmit signal, into the shift register set 
(Figure 5-1). After transmission, the controller counts clock pulses until the 
interval delay count is reached. In the correlation cycle the controller 
subsequently dumps the contents of the shift register for correlation with any 
returning echo signals. It then waits for the next transmit cycle command, the 
timing of which is determined by an external repetition rate setting, and again 
reloads the shift registers. The delay count is subsequently either incremented 
by one for a new range cell, or zero for the same range cell, depending on the 
external samples per cell setting. This transmit/correlate cycle continues until 
the entire scan, as controlled by the external number of cells setting, has been 
completed. The system then resets itself and Starts a new scan with the delay 
count reset to the initial delay setting.
In ah actual practical operating system, the position of the transducer 
would be varied between scans, to interrogate the entire sample under study. A 
D/A converter transforms the digital scan position into a continuous smooth 
ramp which drives the x-input of an x-y recorder or oscilloscope (Figure 5-1). 
The output of the correlator indicates location of targets and is displayed on 
the y axis. For optimum system operation, the integration time of the 
correlator is set at approximately the number of samples per cell multiplied by 
the repetition period. Since the output of the correlator is at a frequency 
approximately equal to the scan rate, which is always much lower than the 
transmitted frequency, an A/D conversion of the system output can easily be 
accomplished under microprocessor control, eliminating the need for a high­
speed transient recorder. Thus the system is ideally suited to provide high SNR 
output signals for use in conjunction with additional signal processing.
Experiments were performed to verify proper system operation and to 
compare m-sequences with clipped sampled random signals for both short and 
long code lengths. In order to test short codes, simulating high-speed operation, 
the digital flaw detection system was modified to recirculate the contents of the 
digital shift register arid thus transmit the same code in every transmit burst.
For long code operation, the codes were produced from external signal 
sources and loaded in 192 bit sections. A 8,388,607 bit m-sequence was 
generated using a 23 bit shift register set and was loaded synchronously into 
the digital delay line. Clipped sampled random signals were generated using a 
Model 1380 20 Hz-20 MHz General Radio random noise generator. The analog 
random signal produced by the noise generator was clipped symmetrically using




Computer simulations were made for comparison and were implemented in 
the following manner. The impulse response of an approximately 5 MHz center 
frequency, 2 MHz bandwidth, transducer was measured, as in the previous 
section, by operating the system in a pulse-echo mode, using the same 
transmitter as used in the correlation system measurements. The Fourier 
transform of the impulse response yielded the frequency response of the 
transducer, which was used to weight the spectrum of the transmitted code. 




The advantages of the signal-to-noise ratio enhancement offered by the 
correlation system can be clearly seen in a direct comparison of the two 
systems Operating under high noise conditions. Figure 5-2a shows the received 
echo signal produced by a conventional pulse-echo system from a flat stainless 
steel target placed in a water bath and oriented parallel to the transducer face. 
The signal-to-noise ratio Was adjusted to approximately unity and many scans
were recorded to help identify the target location.
The correlation system output produced by using a single 256 bit m- 
sequence transmit signal (n — 256 and Ar—l), und having the same input 
signal-to-noise ratio and target/transducer configuration as the pulse-echo 
system, is shown in Figure 5-2b.
The expected reduction in background receiver noise, given by the SNRE 
formula of equation (3.9), is 23 dB for the 10 MHz bandwidth receiver and 12.5
MHz clock frequency used in this measurement. However, in addition to the 
original thermal noise of the receiver, the figure shows a deterministic (non- 
random) term due to self-noise. The level of the self-noise in the vicinity of the
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desired target is given by equation (3.12). For this particular measurement, the 
range sidelobes should be 16 dB below the peak signal. When these two 
independent noise sources are added, the peak signal power to background 
noise ratio is about 15 dB. Figure 5-2 clearly shows the expected factor of six 
improvement in signal-to-noise amplitude ratio. As a comparison, setting 
n = 1 and N — 256 produced the single scan correlation system output 
displayed in Figure 5-2c. Setting n = I and N = 256 is equivalent to time 
averaging in a pulse-echo System, where the averaging is done point-by-point 
throughout the scan range, thus the system is 256 times slower than when 
operating with n = 256. Although the scan is much slower, Figure 5-2c does 
represent an output with better signal-to-noise ratio due to the absence of 
range sidelobes. In this case, the SNRE is close to the expected level of 23 dB. 
A single trace of the high speed correlation scan (F igure 5-2d) is reproduced in 
Figure 5-2d to permit a more convenient comparison of the two operating 
modes. ■■.■ViV..'-
High SNR Results
The experimental and computer simulated correlation ,outputs for both a
64 bit clipped sampled random signal and a slightly modified 63 bit m-sequence 
clocked at 20 MHz are shown in Figures 5-3 and 5-4 (The 63 bit m-sequence 
was modified by adding an extra bit, equal to the bit at the beginning of the 
m sequence, to simplify implementation). As can be seen, the measured 
Outputs match well with the computer simulations. All of the short code 
outputs show significant range sidelobes present around the desired echo. Other 
64 bit samples of random signal and 63 bit m-sequences were also tested and 
were found to have different range sidelobe patterns, however the sidelobe 
levels remained within 3 dB of the sidelobes of the signals shown in Figure 5-3 
..and 5-4.
Equation (3.12) predicts the upper bound of range sidelobes for the short 
64 bit codes to be at least 8.2 dB lower than the peak amplitude compared to 
measured values of 12 dB for the short random code and 14 dB for the short 
m-sequence. The slightly lower range sidelobes of the m-sequence have the 
special property that when continuously repeated they produce a constant 
range sidelobe level [8].
The measured correlation outputs for 1024 consecutive 192 bit sections of 















a. Self-correlation function of a random sequence.


































a. Self-correlation function of an m-sequence.















b. Computer simulation of a
Figure 5-4 (continued).
Figure 5-5. Notice that the range sidelobe level of the m-sequence is about the 
same as that of the clipped sampled random signal a.t approximately 42 dB 
below the peak amplitude. This agrees with the value of 43 dB predicted from 
equation (3.12). As can be seen, the output signal of the correlation system is 
nearly identical to the simulations of Figure 4-16. Thus as expected, the 
correlation system has the same resolution as an ordinary pulse-ecbo system. 
However, equation (3.9) shows that the correlation system has a signal-to-noise 
ratio enhancement of 20,644 which is not available in a conventional pulse-echo 
system..
Clutter Measurements
Measurements were made to verify the formula for signal-to-noise ratio in 
clutter, equation (3.21) by using the grain boundaries in a cylindrical block of 
303 austenitic stainless steel to simulate a practical clutter situation, Figure 5- 
6. The grain size was enhanced by heat treatment for one hour at 1387" C, 
which yielded a measured grain size of 160 /*m [45], The target thus simulated 
the clutter-limited situation typically encountered in the heat-affected-zone 
(HAZ) of a weld. The transducer used is one inch in diameter and has a center 
frequency of 5 Mllz and a half-power bandwidth of approximately 2 MHz. The 
end of the target opposite the transducer was coupled to a second large metal 
block to help reduce back surface reflections and thus multiple reverberations. 
Shear wave couplant was used for all surface contacts.
The number of transmit bits, n, and the number of transmit bursts, N, 
were varied to investigate their influence on the output clutter power seen by a 
random signal correlation receiver. The average minimum clutter power from a 
region of the sample, C0, was determined from both direct pulse-echo 
measurements and correlation system measurements in which many unique re­
sequence bursts of long duration were integrated. A typical correlation output 
for this sample taken under conditions of long integration of long codes is 
presented in Figure 5-7a.
The total clutter power was also measured for short code operation using 
63 bit m-sequences and varying the number of unique transmit signals 
integrated in each range cell. A typical plot of the clutter present with short 
code operation is shown in Figure 5-7b. Subtracting the previously measured 
value of C0 from the total clutter power measurements isolated the additional 















a. 8,388,607 bit m-sequence.
















Clipped sampled random signal
Figure (continued).


























a. 512, 64 bit sections of a 8,388,607 bit m-sequence.















b. 63 bit m-sequence (same scale as a.)
Figure 5-7 (continued)
calculated upper bound for the added clutter noise together with the 
experimental measurements. The dispersion in the measurements at each value 
of N can be accounted for by variations in the power present in the range 
sidelobes of the different codes tested. These measurements verify the predicted 
1/N variation of the added clutter noise and indicate that the practical value 
of r is approximately 1/2.
An additional set of clutter measurements was made by varying the length 
of the transmitted m-sequence, n, while integrating over a single transmitted 
burst. Since the integration time and repetition rate were held constant as the 
transmit burst length increased, the duty cycle increased in direct proportion to 
the burst length. In the lowpass filter approximation to equation (3.5) the 
normalizing factor, qT, is missing, so that the correlation output increases in 
direct proportion to the duty cycle and the output power thus increases as the 
square of the duty cycle. Figure 5-9 shows the calculated upper bound of the 
added clutter noise and the experimental values ‘ for C0 determined by 
subtracting C0 from the total measured clutter power. Three codes were tested 
at each value of « and, as can be seen, the experimental values are again 
slightly dependent on the particular transmit code. The results of a linear 
regression fit to the data indicated a slope of approximately two as predicted 
by a square la^y dependence on a. Since the output power from a target 
imbedded in the clutter would also increase with the square of the duty cycle. 
Figure 5-9 demonstrates the independence of SCR in terms of the number of 
bits per transmitted ixurst as predicted by equation (3.19). Having verified the 
results of the clutter analysis given in equation (3.21), we can now proceed with 
an overall system performance analysis.
System Performance Analysis
Examination of equation (3.23) reveals that there exist three distinct 
sources of noise which degrade the performance of a random or pseudo-random 
signal correlation receiver. To compare the operating characteristics of the 
correlation system with conventional flaw detection systems, the effect of each 
of the noise sources will be examined. The response of the correlation system to 
the various noise sources will dictate the circumstances under which a 












































Figure 5-9 Experimental measurements of added clutter power as a 
function of the number of transmit bits.
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High Input SNR Operation
The first source of noise to be considered, seif-noise, is an unfortunate 
consequence of incomplete pulse compression. In those circumstances where the 
echo signal is much larger than the thermal receiver noise, so that P»tj, the 
self-noise of the correlation function imposes a fundamental limitation on 
system performance. This limitation is of particular importance when high 
speed or real time imaging is required for targets which provide strong 
ultrasonic echoes.
The requirement of high speed operation usually translates to a severe 
restriction on the number of transmit pulses, so that Nad. An additional 
limitation will be imposed by the minimum target range. Consequently, the 
maximum width of the transmitted burst will also be restricted. Assuming 
temporarily that clutter is not important in such imaging, equation (3.23) 
reduces to




This is the reciprocal of the upper bound on the relative sidelobe power level 
predicted by equation (3.12). V
For a transducer of 5 MHz center frequency and 2 MHz bandwidth with a 
10 /is limit on pulse duration, the SNR will be only 13 dB. This is a signal-to- 
noise ratio similar to the SNR of the signals presented in Figures 5-3 and 5-4. 
Equation (5.1) shows that the output signal-to-noise ratio for this self-limiting 
case is independent of the transmit power, P, so long as the returned echoes 
are larger than the noise introduced by the receiving system. Clearly this is- not, 
a situation in which a correlation system would be of much benefit. 
Fortunately, this situation is of little practical importance since by assumption 
conventional pulse-echo systems can be used to produce high quality images.
Clutter Limited Operation
A more interesting situation arises when the receiving system is clutter 
limited To define this situation, we first assume that the clutter signals are 
larger than the noise introduced by the receiving system. Since the comparison 
is being made with a conventional pulse-echo system, we require that
<7„» if. However, in order to detect a target with any linear detection 
system we must also have P > C0, otherwise the target will be lost in the 
clutter noise. In the clutter limited case, equation (3.23) reduces to
SNR * — ' ; .. (5.2)
(7,(1 + ^) + P(-M :
. A N> ,,;VnAV _
This suggests that the performance of the random signal or m-sequence 
correlation system may again be limited by the range sidelobes of the 
correlation function associated with the desired target. To ensure that this is 
not the case, we assume that C0{ 1 + 2r/N) > P/n6BN and apply the above 
inequalities to yield the weak condition (N+2r)(n6B) > (P/C0) > 1. This 
condition is easily satisfied by utilizing a transmit burst which is slightly longer 
than that used in a pulse-echo system. Thus, for almost any correlation system, 
the SNR presented in equation ".(5.2) reduces to the SCR formula given 
previously as equation (3.21). Therefore, in the case of real time imaging with 
only one transmit burst, N == Inequation (3.21) predicts that in the worst case, 
r = 1, the correlation system will provide a signal-to-noise ratio within 4.8 dB 
of pulse-echo systems. However, the grain measurements of Figure 5-^5 indicate 
that the value of r is approximately 1/2 and that in an actual clutter situation 
the signal-to-noise ratio of the random signal or m-sequence correlation system 
is within 3 dB of a pulse-echo system.
Although the performance of the random signal or m-sequence correlation 
system is slightly inferior to that of a pulse-echo system, as the number of 
unique transmit bursts which are correlated is increased, the performance of 
random signal or m-sequence correlation system rapidly approaches that of an 
ideal pulse-echo system. It is important to note that the additional clutter noise 
present in the correlation system output can appear in two distinct forms 
depending on the type of transmitted signal. In the case of the random signal 
system, the small additional noise term will appear as random noise in the 
output. For an m-sequence system which interrogates each range cell with the 
same code or set of codes, the additional noise will appear as a deterministic 
signal which can be exactly reproduced on successive scans of the clutter.
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Practical Clutter Situations
The clutter limited case, as presented above, is somewhat artificial since 
the assumption of strong clutter signals implies that considerable energy is 
scattered out of the ultrasound beam. Thus with increasing depth, the 
scattering losses will rapidly reduce the baekscattered energy level to values 
comparable to the receiver noise. A more realistic description of the case where 
strongly reflecting clutter targets are present is C0 =* N or C0 < N. To detect 
a target, we must still require that P > C0. Thus as discussed above, self-noise 
produced by the range sidelobes of the target will not play an important role.
In the practical case of clutter dominated performance, equation (5.24) 
becomes
SNR - (5.3)
Even for relatively high speed operation, N ^ 4, with r - 1/2 the clutter 
noise level will be nearly the theoretical minimum, (7^, thus
V: SNR ^ : P . (M)
As the inspection depth within the clutter region increases, both the target 
signal power, P, and the clutter noise power, <7,, will decrease relative to the 
receiver noise due to scattering losses and absorption. Equation (5.44) clearly 
demonstrates, however, that by appropriate selection of the code length and 
the number of transmit bursts, the random or pseudo-random signal correlation 
system can maintain ideal clutter limited performance throughout the scan 
range. To obtain similar performance using a pulse-echo system, coherent 
averaging of the received echoes could be utilized. In this frequently 
encountered situation, the correlation system offers a significant advantage in 
operating speed. The random signal correlation system will be faster by a 
factor of njb since it effectively combines pulse compression with coherent 
time averaging.
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Receiver Noise Limited Operation
The final case to be considered is noise limited performance. An extreme 
example of this situation can be found in the inspection of plastics and 
composites for which C<, ~ 0. More frequently encountered situations are the 
inspection of ceramics or thick metal sections where absorption and scattering 
from small grains severely reduce the echo intensities, although grain echoes as 
such are not the limiting factor.
In the receiver noise limited case, the signal-to-noise ratio for the random 
signal or m-sequence correiation system takes the simple form
SNR^~ {—), ; ^ (5.5)
which is the product of the SNRE given in equation (5.9) and the SNR for a 
conventional pulse-echo system.
Optimum System Threshold Criterion
In order to determine the optimum imaging system for a given application 
it is helpful to have a threshold level dictating which system, conventional 
pulse-echo or random signal/m-sequence correlation, will produce a higher 
output signal-to-noise ratio. Assuming that the signal-to-noise ratio for a 
conventional pulse-echb system is given by equation (3.22) with r = 0 and 
6/(niV) = 1, the* ratio of equation (3.23) to the special case of equation (3.22) 
can be considered to be an extension of the signal-to-noise ratio enhancement 




c& + f»+ pd»+
(5.6)
Rearranging equation (5.6), by applying the condition that the SNRE be 
greater than unity, results in the threshold condition
Pb + C02m 
n > ~~~nN - b (5.7)
which indicates the level of receiver noise for which a random signal or Re­
sequence correlation system will provide a better outpiit signal-to-noise ratio 
than a conventional pulse-echo system. If n » Pbf(C92r) and nN » b 
then equation (5.7) can be simplified to the form
' — < N '' ; ' (5.8)
; n ;
and the correlation system will produce a higher signal-to-noise ratio than a 
conventional pulse-echo system if the clutter-to-noise ratio is less than N. In 
applications where the clutter-to-noise ratio is greater than N it will be 
necessary to use the special codes described in the following chapter.
CHAPTER VI - A HIGH-SPEED DIGITAL 
GOLAY CODE CORRELATION SYSTEM
In order to use a correlation system under high input signal-to-noise ratio 
situations and high-speed operation, it would be advantageous to use pseudo­
random codes which produce correlation outputs with zero range sidelobes. The 




The output signal-to-noise ratio of a conventional pulse-echo system is
SNR PC + tj' (6.2)
These equations indicates that if nNbS is chosen to be greater than unity, a 
zero self-noise correlation system will always produce a better output signal-to- 
noise ratio than a conventional pulse-echo system, shown in equation (6.2), or 
previous correlation systems, shown in equation (3.23). However, under many 
conditions the difference in SNR of a Zero self-noise correlation system 
compared to previous correlation systems may only be significant for low values 
of N, i.e., high operation speed. As mentioned in Chapter IV, two types of 
pseudo-random codes have been discovered which can be used to produce zero 
range sidelobes — continuously transmitted m-sequences and Golay codes. 
Since m-sequences cannot be used in a pulse-echo mode using a single 
transducer, this study concentrates on developing and analyzing an improved 
system which uses Golay codes.
In an actual correlation system employing Golay codes, the sidelobes will 
not cancel completely, resulting in vestigial sidelobes. The SNR of such a 




<7,(1 + rq) + ti{b/nN) + P{bj{2n))q'
(63)
where N — 2j, such that j is a positive integer, and the ratio q is defined as
2(average vestigial power)
average power in the stdelobes for one burst
(6.4)
The factor 2 is included since in correlation systems which do not use Golay 
codes, two-burst correlation reduces the power in the sidelobes by the factor 2.
However, if a different set of Golay code pairs is transmitted every second 
burst, the vestigial sidelobes will be reduced relative to the peak power. If the 
vestigial sidelobe signal for different Golay code pairs are considered to be 
uncorrelated noise signals, the power in the sum of these vestigial sidelobe 
signals will reduce &s 2/N relative to the peak signal power. The SNR for such 
a system is then
SNR =
P
Cg{\ + 2 rq/N) + r}(b/nN)+P(b/nN)q
(6.5)
where N = 2/; such that j is a positive integer.
For very low input noise and clutter situations,
SNR q(nN/b) (6.6)
Thus the available signal-to-noise is only dependent upon the self-noise 
cancellation produced in the system implementation.
System Description
The new Golay code correlation system shown in Figure 6-1 is a 
modification of the digital correlation system described in the previous chapter. 
The signal source generates the Golay codes according to the algorithms 
developed by Golay and loads them into the digital delay line. After waiting a 
predetermined delay period, the system control signals the digital delay line to
SYNC IN BIPOLAR
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Figure 6-1 Single-mode digital Golay code correlation system.
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unload the shift registers for correlation with the return echo signals. In this 
high-speed Golay code system, the contents of the delay line are recycled on 
every unload command, except during the initial load from the signal source. In 
practice, the source could either be a hard-wired generator or a microprocessor,
since all control parameters in the new system are digital.
In order to sum the self-correlation functions (not autocorrelation 
functions since the transmitted signal is filtered by the transducer) from the 
two complementary codes, the codes were transmitted and correlated in a 
sequential mode. Two copies each of a 64 bit Golay code and its complement 
were stored sequentially in a 256 bit shift register. The contents of this shift 
register were circulated by 64 bits on each transmit or correlate cycle. When 
the integration time of the correlator is any multiple of the time required to 
transmit two bursts, the correlation functions of the two complementary Golay 
codes are effectively summed.
For the high-speed system the integrator was constructed using an 
operational amplifier. The integrator was reset to zero at the end of each 
integration interval by shorting a feedback capacitor with an FET. The 
integration value at the end of an integration interval was retained by a 
sample-and-hold until the end of the next integration interval. This output was 
either A/D sampled for computer processing or low-pass filtered for direct 
display. In previous correlation systems low-pass filters were used to 
approx imate integrators [2, 3, 6]. However, unlike the integrator, the low-pass 
filter does not control the start and end of an integration interval as required to 
cancel self-noise in two transmit bursts. If a situation requires the correlation of 
many transmit bursts, as when a large signal-to-noise ratio enhancement is 
required, it will be shown that it is also possible to use a low-pass integrator to 
effectively sum the outputs from the complementary codes.
Computer Simulations of Single-Target Measurements
Coiiiputer simulations, generated for comparison, were implemented in the 
a manner slightly different than the computer simulations of the previous 
chapter in order to make the simulations match the actual measurements more 
accurately. The impulse response of a transducer, having approximately a 5 
MHz center frequency and a 2 MHz bandwidth, was first measured 
experimentally and then approximated analytically using a cosine damped by 
two fourth-order.exponential" terms, corresponding to positive and negative
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time. The Fourier transform of this simulated impulse response function 
yielded a simulated frequency response for the transducer, which was used to 
weight the spectrum of the autocorrelation function for the transmitted code. 
The inverse Fourier transform of this weighted spectrum then produced a 
simulated output for the correlation system, since it can be shown that the 
output of the correlation system is the convolution of the autocorrelation 
function with the impulse response of the system.
Single-Target Measurements
Measurements were made with the hew Golay code system using a 5 MHz 
center frequency, 2 MHz bandwidth transducer, and using a shift register clock 
frequency of 10 MHz. This particular shift register clock frequency was chosen 
since it was shown in the optimum clock fate study of Chapter IV to be near 
optimal for a 5 MHz transducer. All measurements were made in a water tank 
usingthe flat end of a large cylindrical Plexiglas target to produce a single 
return echo.
Measured results using the new Golay code system, with the high-speed 
integrator and two transmit burst correlation, are shown in Figure 6-2. The 
outputs in Figure 6-2, parts a and b, are each for transmission of a single 64 bit 
member of a complementary Golay code pair and the output shown in Figure 
6-2c is for the transmission of the two complementary Golay codes in 
sequential transmit bursts. For comparison, computer simulated results are 
shown in Figure 6-3. As can be seen, considerable cancellation of the range- 
sidelobes has occurred in the measured Golay code output of Figure 6-2c, and 
the measured Golay code results are essentially the same as the computer 
simulations and the ideal pulse-echo system output. However, residual range 
sidelobes are still noticeable in the Golay code output of Figure 6-2c, and are 
approximately 35 dB lower than the central peak. These residual range 
sidelobes are probably due to errors in pulse shape and pulse-width introduce 
during the bipolar conversion of the binary codes, therefore further 
improvement seems possible.
Nevertheless, the residual range sidelobes of the Golay code output are 
considerably lower than those of the output produced by sequential 
transmission of two different 63 bit m-sequences, as shown in Figure 6-4 (An 
additional bit was added to the end of each m-sequence, equal to the beginning 















a. Measured self-correlation function of Golay code A.




Measured self-correlation function when Golay codes A and 
















a. Computer simulation of self-correlation function of Golay 
code A.
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Outp ut of a correlation system using a high speed integrator
m-sequences
require correlation of approximately 258, 64 bit sections of a long m-sequence, 
as shown in Figure 6-5, to produce range sidelobe levels equivalent to the Golay 
code output which was achieved in only two transmit bursts.
Several additional measurements were made to determine whether a low- 
pass filter, used to approximate an integrator in previous correlation systems, 
could also be used to cancel the self-noise. To determine this, the high-speed 
integrator was replaced by a four-pole Butterworth low-pass filter with a 3 dB 
cutoff frequency chosen to correspond to an integration time of two transmit 
periods. High-speed operation, using sequential transmission of the same Golay 
code pair as before and two burst correlation with the low-pass filter produced 
the output shown in Figure 6-6. As can be seen, the self-noise cancellation is 
poor and. the shape of the impulse response is distorted. The distortion results 
from spreading of energy between range cells since the low-pass integrator is 
not cleared between range cells. The poor self-noise cancellation occurs in part 
for the same reason as the distortion and also because the correlation level for a 
burst of code decays between transmit bursts. However, if the system is 
adjusted to correlate more bursts per cell with a corresponding change in the 
low-pass filter bandwidth to integrate over the required number of transmit 
periods, the cancellation improves, and even if as few as 18 bursts are 
correlated per range cell, low-pass integration produces essentially the same 
output as the high-speed integrator, as shown in Figure 6-7.
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Grain Measurements
Further measurements were also made to test the Golay code system 
operation in the presence of grains. For sequential transmission of two 64 bit 
complementary Golay codes, an A-scan of the grain sample appeared as in 
Figure 6-8a. The power of this signal is about 2/3 as large as the power of the 
grain scan produced by the 63 bit m-sequence, Figure 5-7b. This result is as 
expected since there is a large reduction in sidelobe level when using Golay 
codes. As a more fair comparison, a grain scan was made using sequential 
transmission of two 63 bit m-sequences, Figure 6-8b. The power of this signal is 
slightly lower than the power in the signal of Figure 5-7b and is still larger by 
a factor of about 1.2 than the power in the Golay code output.
From these results in the presence of single-targets and grainy materials, it 
is apparent that the Golay code system is optimal for all conditions involving 
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Figure 6-5 Output of a correlation system using a low-pass integrator for 
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Figure 6-6 Golay pode system output using a low-pass integrator with a 















Figure 6-7 Golay code system output obtained using a low-pass integrator 

















a. two 64 bit complementary Golay codes.

















b. two 63 bit m-sequences.
Figure 6-8 (continued).
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nondestructive testing applications. However, in more dynamic applications 
where the targets move, such as in medical applications, or radar and sonar 
applications with noncooperative targets, the targets will move between 
transmit bursts. As a result the correlation outputs may not properly align for 
the proper cancellation of the range sidelobes. To what extent the range 
sidelobes will cancel under the presence of a moving target is the topic of the 
next section.
Moving Target Simulation
The effects of moving targets on self-noise cancellation can be simulated 
by using the ambiguity function defined in equation (3.24). This ambiguity 
function simulation is straightforward and was carried out in the following 
manner:
The transmit waveform was first band limited in the frequency domain by 
truncating the spectrum at the first null, which corresponds to the code clock 
rate. This spectrum was then weighted using a Hamming Window to reduce 
truncation sidelobes. An inverse digital Fourier transform was then calculated 
in which each discrete frequency component was shifted an amount in 
frequency corresponding to the velocity of the target. This produced a 
compressed time waveform corresponding to the received Doppler shifted 
waveform. The Fourier transform of the Doppler shifted wave form produces 
A[oju\. The generalized ambiguity function over r, for a constant Doppler 
frequency shift v, is then the inverse Fourier transform of the product of A [wj 
and A*[oji'\.
By varying the value of u and calculating the inverse Fourier transform to 
produce a correlation function at each value of u it is then possible to generate 
the generalized ambiguity function over all r and v of interest.
Since the Doppler shift, v, is related to the target velocity by the 
relationship
v (6.7)
where v is the target velocity, vp is the velocity of propagation in the medium 
of interest, and /„ is the upper frequency response of the imaging system, it is
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also possible to plot the ambiguity function in terms of target velocity.
However, if the ambiguity function were plotted in terms of absolute
target velocity, the resulting ambiguity function would vary with the selected
transmit repetition rate of the imaging system. In order to plot an ambiguity
function which is independent of the repetition rate it is necessary to plot it in
terms of a normalized velocity related to the repetition rate of the system, fr.
It is well known that in order that the Nyquist sampling criterion is not




The maximum unambiguous velocitys, va, which can be tracked is then
1
We will thus define the simulated ambiguity functions in terms of the target 
velocity, v, normalized to this maximum unambiguous velocity, va.
Using this simulation approach the ambiguity functions were then 
simulated for sequential transmission of two complementary Golay codes, a 
single burst of an m-sequence, and for an ideal single transmit pulse for 
comparison. The simulated ideal ambiguity function for a ideal target locating 
system appears as shown in Figure 6-9. The picket fence indicates that the 
resolution in the range axis is determined by a triangular spike and that there 
is no resolution on the Doppler axis. Thus the motion of the transmitter or a 
target has no effect on the range resolution of the ideal correlation system.
The generalized ambiguity functions for a 31 bit m-sequence and for two 
32 bit complementary Golay codes are shown in Figure 6-10. In the 111- 
sequence ambiguity function the self-noise changes in form but remains 
essentially constant in power for different velocities. The Golay code ambiguity 
function, however, has zero self-noise for zero velocity but the self-noise 
increases with increasing velocity to approximately the same amplitude as the 
m-sequence self-noise. In order to get a more precise indication of the amount 
of self-noise cancellation which occurs a measurement of the ratio of peak 
power to the average self-noise power was made versus velocity as shown in
/, v (6.9)
Figure 6-9 Generalized ambiguity 'function for a single pulse of width 6.
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32-1
a. two 32 bit Golay code pairs.
Figure 6-10 Computer simulated generalized ambiguity functions.
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Figure 6-11. As can be seen this ratio falls below 60 dB for Doppler shifts 
greater than 0.1% of the repetition rate of the system. Significant self-noise 
cancellation of greater than 20 dB occurs for values up to 30% of the
maximum unambiguous velocity.
If two pulse time averaging is employed by correlating two single pulses in 
consecutive transmit cycles, the ambiguity function changes to the sum of two 
slanted ridges, as shown in Figure 6-12. This two pulse averaging is equivalent 
to the Golay code addition without the presence of self-noise. The triangular 
correlation function can be seen to decrease in amplitude and widen with 
increasing velocity. Thus the benefits of time averaging are also degraded when
applied to moving targets.
Improving Se!f”No!se Cancellation
A study was made to determine the system and application limitations on 
Golay code self-noise cancellation, in order to identify methods for improving 
the cancellation below the level of 35 dB. In order to identify methods for 
improving the cancellation of self-noise it is necessary to determine the 
sensitivity of the self-noise cancellation to the various parameters of the 
transmit signal which would cause it to deviate from an ideal waveform. In the 
transmitter designed used in the previous measurements two variables are 
subject to error — the shape of the pulses, and the DC offset of these pulses. In 
order to investigate the effects of DC offsets and misshaped pulses it would be 
possible to actually “tweak” these parameters in the laboratory. However, in 
actual high-frequency circuits it is difficult to control all other variables while 
varying only one. It is thus more straightforward to simulate the errors 
through computer simulations of the correlation functions.
The misshaped pulses were simulated by increasing the length of code bits 
which occurred before every one/zero transition to roughly simulate the 
difference in turn on and turn off times which occurs in TTL circuitry. A plot 
of the peak power to average self-noise power versus the percentage increase in 
the code bit width before a one/zero transition is shown in Figure 6-13a. As 
can be seen, the system is very sensitive to this parameter, and a maximum 
percentage increase of l.($& must be maintained to keep average self-noise
power 60 dB lower than the power in the correlation peak.
The effects of DC offset were also simulated and the self-noise cancellation 
was found to be much less sensitive to the addition of DC offset to the Golay
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Figure 6—11 Peak-to-average self-noise power versus velocity.
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Figure 6-12 Generalized ambiguity function for two single pulses of width 














a. Versus percentage increase in the code bit-width. b. Versus DC offset.




code bursts as shown in Figure 6- 13b. Even with a percentage offset of 7.9% of 
the peak, the average self-noise power is still SO dB lower than the peak power 
of the correlation function.
In conclusion, results indicate that care should be taken to scan the 
transducer at a rate much less than the repetition rate, that the turn on and 
turn off times are matched so that the increase in the length of code bits before 
a one/zero transition is less than 1.6% of the code bit width, and that the DC 
offset is less than 7.9% of the desired burst height. Under these conditions 
Golay code sidelobe cancellation to between 50 and 60 dB will be maintained.
SNR Effects of Moving Targets
In Chapter HI a signal-to-noise ratio formula (8.23) was presented which 
included the effects of self-noise, clutter, and background receiver noise. This 
signal-to-noise ratio formula is exact for flaw detection applications since it was 
assumed that the desired target and the clutter targets were all stationary with 
respect to the transducer. However, if the effects of movement are included, the






where S{vt) is the peak power variation of the desired signal with target 
velocity, Q{ve) is the variation in the average power of the desired signal with 
clutter velocity, and fi(vt) is the variation of the average self-noise power with 
target velocity.
The velocity dependent terms, Q(v) and R(v) can be determined
using the previously described generalized ambiguity function. The peak and 
average power of the correlation function of the desired signal vary with 
velocity if two transmit burst averaging is used, regardless of the form of the 
transmit burst. The generalized ambiguity function for two transmit burst 
averaging using a single pulse in each transmit burst, Figure 6-12, describes the 
effects of velocity variations on the ideal peak without any effects of self-noise 
present. The peak and average power variations with velocity, S'(v) and Q(i>) 





Figure 6-14 Normalized peak power variation with velocity, S(v), and 
normalized average power variation with velocity, Q(v), for 
two transmit burst averaging.
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The variable R(v) is code dependent and can be determined by 
subtracting the generalized ambiguity function of Figure 6-12 from the 
generalized ambiguity function of the given code. This isolates the self-noise 
variation with velocity. The variable R («) can then be calculated by 
determining the average self-noise power variation with velocity and dividing 
this by the average self-noise power in the correlation function for a single 
burst of code. Using this process on the Golay code ambiguity function results 
in an average self-noise power variation with velocity as shown in Figure 6-15. 
Without averaging the self-noise power of a pseudo-random code does not vary 
with velocity as can easily be seen in Figure 6-10b.
The signal-to-noise ratio formula can now be used to determine the 
optimum type of system to use for given clutter level and target velocity, 
whether Golay code correlation or conventional pulse-echo. Similar assumptions 
and comparisons to those made in Chapter V can be made for different target 
and clutter velocities' and clutter and noise levels.
System Performance Analysis
The system performance analysis for the random and pseudo-random flaw 
detection system did not include the effects of moving targets on the system 
signal-to-noise ratio. As pointed out in the first part of Chapter VI, the major 
advantage to using Golay codes over other transmit signals is that much 
shorter code lengths and integration times are required to produce low sidelobe 
levels. Accordingly, it becomes possible to apply a Golay code correlation 
systetti to faster scanning and faster moving-target situations to which the 
previously described flaw detection systems were not well suited. In the 
following analysis, the performance of the high-speed Golay code flaw detection 
system is analyzed under the same conditions as the analysis of the m-sequence 







Figure 6—15 Normalized average self-noise power variation with velocity, 
R(v), of two complementary 32 bit Golay codes.
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Non-Moving Targets
As determined in the introduction to Chapter VI, in the case of stationary 
targets, the Golay code system SNR is given by equation (6.1). Since this 
equation consists of a number of variables it is difficult to consider all the 
possible combinations. We thus choose to take a practical approach to the
problem and consider a practical scanning situation.
For practical ultrasonic applications, Pjr\ can be approximated by an 
exponential function of the time-of-flight, tj [46], so that P/tf — Age . Now 
since the time-of-flight limits the maximum number of code bits which can be 
transmitted, n, it is possible to define n in terms of t} and then make a 
comparative evaluation of the different types of correlation systems through 
substitution of P/tj and tf in the SNR formulas (3.22), (6.1)s and (6.2). With 
the addition of different levels of clutter to these equations it is then possible to 
produce SNR plots versus time-of-flight for various levels of clutter, as well.
Assuming as an example that Pjn = lOV*278"1', where tf is the time-of- 
flight in seconds, and n — tf /6, and selecting b — 2, $ = .l/*sec, and r — 1/2 
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Conventional SNR — „ (6.13)
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< 1 P
Plotting these SNR equations, produces the sets of curves shown in Figure 
6-16. For approximately tf < Stc, where tc = -\ln{PjA0 C0% the signal-to- 
noise ratios for the Golay code system are essentially the same as a 
conventional pulse-echo system. This corresponds to the region where clutter
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G-CODE CORRELATION SYSTEM (N=2)
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Figure 6—16 SNR versus time-of-flight and clutter level for high-speed 
operation.
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dominates. For values of tf > .8te, the Golay code system provides better 
signal-to-noise ratio than a conventional pulse-echo system. When the noise 
power becomes approximately 25 dB greater than the clutter power the 
correlation systems produce approximately the same SNR as they do m the 
clutter-free plots, Figure 6-16.
As mentioned in the system performance analysis of Chapter V if the 
number of integrated transmit bursts, N, is increased, the SNR of the re­
sequence and random signal systems in clutter approaches the SNR of a Golay 
code system for the same value of N, as shown in the example curves of Figure
•6-17.
For very low clutter situations, C0 « t]{b/(nN)), the SNR formulas of 
equations (6.11) through (6.13) can be simplified by removing the clutter term 
and the SNR formulas can again be plotted as a function for tj as shown in 
Figure 6-18. Once again, the Golay code system produces the best signal-to- 
noise ratio of the three systems.
Thus in the simplified case of stationary targets, it is clear that the ideal 
Golay code system is optimal for even N, under all conditions. However, in a 
realistic Golay code system, there are vestigial sidelobes due to mis- 
cancellation, as described in the SNR equation (6.4). Since this SNR equation 
is nearly the same in form as equation (3.23), an analysis equivalent to that in 
the system performance analysis section of Chapter V can be made. As a result, 
it is easily shown that the threshold receiver noise level for which a Golay code 
correlation system produces improved signal-to-noise compared to conventional 
pulse-echo systems is reduced from the value given in equation (5.7) by the 
sidelobe cancellation factor, q, of equation (6.3). The SNR will also follow 
curves similar to those shown in Figure 6-17, with N replaced by Njq.
Moving Targets
In order for any imaging system to adequately represent the position of a 
moving target, the position of the target must be sampled at greater than the 
Nyquist rate If the target velocity is high enough, this can restrict the 
maximum number of integrated bursts to one, N — 1. Under the condition 
N = 1, the Golay code system and the m-sequence and random signal systems 
produce essentially the same sidelobe level and thus the same output SNR. 
The SNR formula for a Golay code system with N - 1 is then given by 
equation (3.23) since the velocity effects described by equation (6.10) are
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negligible for N = 1. This signal-to-noise ratio formula was examined before in 
much detail and it was found that the condition on t) described by equation 
(5.7) was necessary in order for a correlation system to provide an improvement 
over a conventional pulse-echo system. Using equation (5.7) in the case N — 1, 
with n>>6, and no clutter, C0 — 0, leads to a constraint on n such that
n > Pb/tj. (6.14)
Since n is proportional to the transmit burst length n6, and the maximum 
transmit burst length is limited to the time of flight to the target and back, tj, 




Thus, as the distance to the target of interest is increased, the correlation 
system provides improved performance for a greater range of input single-to- 
noise ratios. Now, since the returning power P decreases with increasing 
(exponentially in many practical cases) the ranges over which performance can 
be improved can easily be found by determining the intersection of the P jt) 
versus tj curve and the P/t] — tj/(6b) line, Figure 6-19. For clutter limited 
situations, if n » Pb/C0, and n » b, the correlation system will provide 
improved signal-to-noise ratio provided C0 Jij < 1.
For moving targets which have a velocity which is less than half the 
maximum unambiguous velocity for one-burst integration, it becomes possible 
to use two-burst integration. In this case the Golay code system performance is 
as good as, or better than, the random signal or m-sequence systems, since the 
Golay code sidelobe level is less than or equal to the sidelobe levels of either of 
the other systems.
In order to analyze the performance of the system for N - 2 it becomes 
necessary to use equation (6.10). As determined in the moving target simulation 
results of Chapter VI, the velocity dependent terms are close to their zero- 
velocity values for velocities less than 30% of the ambiguous velocity, va. 
Under this situation the analysis and results are the same as the analysis and 
results for stationary targets.
For situations where vt > ,3va and vc > .3va, the SNR of equation (6.10) 
compared must be compared directly with pulse-echo system signal-to-noise
TOTAL 1 TiME-OF-FUGHT-tf 
I (/i SEC)
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE
The SNR crossover point indicates the required minimum 
time-of-fiight for .improved. SNR......
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ratio to determine when a Golay code system will provide improvement over 
conventional pulse-echo systems. The signal-to-noise ratio of a Golay code 
system will be better than a conventional system when
SM- nN
Wl<v) - sinI + f «('vl] + 7' < _J2_
a
(6.16)
Choosing r = 1/2, b = 2, N = 2 and vt = ve = v, as typical values; and 
assuming n is large enough so that 5(v) » 1/n, then the constraint formula 
becomes
A graph of the left-hand side as T{v), a function of v for different values 
of P/{C0n), can be determined by using the measured values of R(v), S(v), 
and Q(v) from the moving target simulation. The result is shown in Figure 6- 
20 as sets of T(v) versus v/va curves. This set of curves can be used to 
determine the best system for a given application. For a given value of 
P/(C0n) the plotted curve describes the ranges of velocities and associated 
minimum r)/C0 values, for which a Golay code system will provide improved 
performance. If, for example, P/ C0 — 128 and n — 64, then the associated 
curve indicates that improved performance will occur for v/va <1 as long as 
V/C0 < ~4dB.
No Clutter
For the particular case of no clutter, C0 = 0 and assuming 
5(v) » b/(nN) the SNR improvement, 5A/7?/, available from a Golay code 
system is
SNRI = ^----- • (6.18)
6 1 + —R(v)
*1
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T(v) Threshold curves, for improved Golay code system SNR 
compared to conventional systems, versus target velocity and 
clutter level.
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The quantity nN/b is the SNRE available from a Golay code system. The 
second multiplicative term reduces the signal-to-noise as shown in Figure 6-21. 
The maximum input signal-to-noise ratio below which improvement occurs is
P,SivL(nN
1/ R{v) { b ] (6.19)
This threshold constraint is plotted as a function of v in Figure 6-22.
Thus, in this example only when the input signal-to-noise ratio is less than 
[9.24 + 10/o^(n / 6)] dB, will a Golay code system provide improved signal-to- 
noise ratio over conventional pulse-echo systems.
It is thus obvious that the performance of the Golay code system will be 
reduced for moving targets, and suffers even more under the presence of 
moving clutter. However, it is clear that for many medium velocity conditions 
the Golay code system will provide better performance than conventional 
pulse-echo systems and will always provide as good as, or better performance 
than an m-sequence or random signal system.
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Figure 6—22 Zero clutter input SNR threshold versus target velocity, for 
which a Golay code system provides improved SNR over 
conventional systems.
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CHAPTER VH - MULTI-MODE SIMULTANEOUS TRANSMISSION
In this chapter the results of the single-mode study are extended to 
evaluate a system which uses a number of optimal single-mode correlation 
systems, operating simultaneously in parallel. Subsequent to the derivation of 
a general system signal-to-noise ratio, a comparison is made between a 
simultaneous transmission system which uses Golay codes and a simultaneous 
transmission system which uses pseudo-random m-sequences. The criterion for 
comparison is based on the improvement these systems provide over 
conventional sequential multi-mode systems.
As in parallel computer architectures, the primary potential benefit of a 
simultaneous multi-mode pulse-echo system is an increase in processing speed. 
Unfortunately, unlike parallel computer architectures, the presence of parallel 
channels in a pulse-echo system degrades the signal-to-noise of each individual 
channel.
With this specific noise interference problem in mind, a signal-to-noise 
ratio formula is used as the primary gauge to analyze and evaluate the 
performance of the proposed multi-mode system. At this point, the reader 
familiar with parallel computer architectures may recognize that the 
simultaneous multi-mode, system will suffer from one of the major drawbacks of 
parallel computer architectures - the increased hardware (and associated 
power) that such a system requires. Although, this problem is of prime 
importance to the engineer developing such a system, it is not the purpose of 
this thesis to deal with the many technological problems of implementation. 
Any such technology-based study would soon be outdated due to the 
technological improvements which continually occur in electronic integrated 
circuits. The purpose of this study is thus to analyze the benefits and 
limitations'of using a simultaneous multi-mode system based on the primary 
gauges of signal-to-noise ratio and operating speed.
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Fundamentals
In order to evaluate the performance of an ultrasonic simultaneous 
transmission system it is first necessary to formulate and analyze the basic 
operating principles of the system.
A simultaneous transmission system will have M transmit signals 
corresponding to the M different operating modes. In an ultrasonic imaging 
system which operates in a pulse-echo mode, the modes can correspond to one 
of a number of beam characteristics including beam direction, focal point,
beam width, etc., as well as combinations of these characteristics.
. . . ( ■ ; . . - ; , ' ... . •
These beam characteristics are incorporated in the correlation system 
impulse response function, h(t), of equation (3.1). If this single-mode equation 
is expanded to include the M~ 1 interfering signals that are present in an M-, 
mode simultaneous transmission system, a system analysis made using the 
expanded equation will apply in general to any multi-mode system and its 
corresponding multi-mode beam characteristics.
The received signal, y,•(£-),. from a single ideal point reflector in the i-th 
mode of a multi-mode system is
M
vd*) = *«(0 * MO * MO + E MO * hm * MO l7-1)
i = i 
i*i.
where xk(t) are the M transmit signals, and hk(t) are the impulse responses of 
the M operating modes. Note that no attempt has been made here to account 
for the variation of /&,•(£) with the position of the target. This variation is 
implicit in A,-(f).
If ydt) is processed by a correlation receiver which uses a reference signal, 
£,•(<), the output will be represented by equation (3.2) with y(«) replaced by 
Vi(u) and x(u - r) replaced by x{(u — r) such that
Ky,*,(T) ~ Vd*):* xi{~T)
M
= h{(T)*hi(T)*RXiJi{T) + f] hj{T)*hi{T)*Rxx{T). (7.2)
y = i 
i *«'
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The output of the i'-th mode is the same as the output of the single-mode 
correlation system, equation (3.3), with the addition of M~ 1 interfering signals.
In order to minimize the interference from these signals it is necessary to 
reduce the coupling between modes, through control of h{(r) and Ay(r) and/or 
by utilizing xt-(t) which produce low cross-correlation values, RXiXj{t).
Cross-Correlation Noise
If x3-(t) and Xj(t) are uncorrelated signals such that RXiXj{r) = 0 for all r, 
the multi-mode signal-to-noise ratio will be identical to that of an ideal single- 
mode system. However, for a practical finite correlation time, signals and
x- have not been found which are uncorrelated for all r.J
In studies using bandlimited random signals, the cross-correlation of 
random signals produced from different noise sources were shown to decrease in 
power in direct proportion to the integration time [17]. This corresponds with 
the decrease in the power of the self-noise for single-mode systems as given by 
equation (3.11). This correspondence is not surprising since self-noise and 
cross-correlation noise both arise due to the finite integration time correlation 
of two different pseudo-random signals. Self-noise is produced from correlating 
signals which correspond to the front and back ends of the same code.
In the finite-time correlation of a desired signal with a reference copy of 
the transmit signal, the result is a signal whose mean is the ideal correlation 
function, and whose variance describes the amount of self-noise present, as 
given by equation (3.6). For a finite-time cross-correlation of two different 
pseudo-random or random signals, the result is a signal whose mean is zero and 
whose variance describes the amount of cross-correlation noise which is present, 
as also given by equation (3.6).
The cross-correlation of any two codes is not easily predetermined. In 




In addition to choosing low cross-correlation codes, the interference 
between simultaneous modes can also be controlled through the beam patterns 
of each mode. If the overlap of the beam patterns is zero, as when the 
transducers are facing in opposite directions, the cross-correlation level between 
codes is irrelevant and the same codes can be transmitted in-"'- each mode. 
However, this is not the generally the case in phased or linear arrays.
In order to determine the amount of beam overlap which occurs it is 
necessary describe the beam patterns of each mode using directivity functions. 
If the directivity function of the *-th mode is defined in spherical coordinates, 
as D{(r,9,$) then the impulse response of the f-th mode can be defined as 
MO = D{(r,9,<f>) p{(t), where p{(t) is the impulse response of theA-th set of 
array elements and their associated electronics. As a result the impulse 
response between channels from a point reflector in the far field can be 
approximated by two multiplicative terms such that
MO * hj(t) = [p{(t) * Pj(t)]DArA<j>)Dj(r,0,4>)-
If the electronics and array elements in each mode are identical, i.e. 
MO = Py(0 for all t, then minimizing the coupling between modes requires 
minimizing the overlap of D{ and D-.
A normalized figure of merit, u*-, can then be defined which indicates the 
beam coupling between modes:
. _ f D,(r ,9,<j>) £>y(r ,(9,0) dv
J D? (r,9,<j>) dv
(7.4)
This equation describes the average percentage of the t-th beam which overlaps 
the y-th beam. This average definition of overlap is useful when the effects of 
distributed clutter are considered.
Minimizing u* requires careful control of the directivity functions and the 
minimization of the directivity sidelobes by methods such as random arrays
[67]. In phased array scanning systems, the directivity function may




As in the single-mode self-noise discussed in Chapter HI, the cross- 
correlation noise due to a large target can bury the desired return from a small 
target. The dynamic range (DR) of targets which can be distinguished can be 
approximately described by the ratio of the amplitude of the large target 
return* A, to the root-mean-squared (RMS) sum of the power from the 
undesired cross-correlation signals from the large target, (assuming that the










where R is the cross-correlation between the rth received signal and the j thXtSj
reference signal. The dynamic range of closely spaced targets which can be 
distinguished in a simultaneous multi-mode system is thus dependent on both 
the self-noise and the cross-correlation noise from each additional mode. In the 
worst case where D{ ~ Dj - 1 for all j, and assuming for simplicity that the 
power in each of the cross-correlation terms is P f nNBS, the dynamic range will 
be v • - - : ' ' ;' '
»/2
(7-6)DR -Qi nNBSM
Thus the available dynamic range of target return amplitudes which can be 
distinguished will increase in proportion to the square root of the signal-to- 
noise ratio enhancement, but will decrease in proportion to square root of the 
number of modes; AL
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Clutter Effects
As shown in the single-mode clutter analysis, the increase in overlap of 
undesired self-noise signals with increased code length can degrade the signal- 
to-noise ratio. Since cross-correlation noise is similar in nature to self-noise, 
one would expect cross-correlation noise to produce similar effects in clutter. 
This was verified in cross-correlation measurements using band-limited random 
noise signals [17].
In a simultaneous multi-mode transmission system there will be A/—1 
cross-correlation signals from clutter present. (From here on the cross­
correlation from clutter will be loosely referred to as cross-clutter.) The 
received signal under such a situation is the same as equation (7.1) but with 
additional cross-clutter terms such that
8i«) =!,(()> hi(t) * *,(<) + *.(«)> M't * M() * MC
target echo eelf- clutter
- m "





^(4) is the transmitted signal from the k-th source. 
hk(t) is the reflectivity function of the desired target 
illuminated by the £-th source. 
bk(t) is the reflectivity function of the clutter targets 
illuminated by the k-th source.
Since the cross-clutter signals for each interfering mode behave the same 
as the self-clutter, the same clutter power analysis as in the Clutter Effects 




where Cy is equivalent to C0 of equation (3.17) and is the cross-clutter power
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in the kth mode that would be seen by an ideal pulse-echo system.
The total output clutter power is a sum of the single-mode terms, C0 and 
Ca, with the additional simultaneous multi-mode clutter power, C{, so that the 
output signal-to-clutter ratio is
SCR =
C7, + + <?,- a(i+ f» + M . ' 9 rE )
(r-9)
■ / ~ 1
Moving Target Effects :/
As in the single-mode study, in applications where the targets are moving, 
the received signals become stretched or compressed in time. In order to 
determine the exact effects of moving targets on the operation of a 
simultaneous multi-mode system it is necessary to extend the single-mode 
moving target analysis discussed previously in Chapter IQ. The single-mode 
analysis required the use of a generalized ambiguity function which describes 
the variation of the single-mode correlation output with velocity. In a 
simultaneous multi-mode system it is also necessary to define a generalized 
cross-ambiguity function to describe the effects of moving targets on the cross- 
correlation between channels. A generalized cross-ambiguity function can be 
defined as
C{t,v) = f B(u)A (7.10)
where "A (ojp) and B(cu) are the Fourier transforms of a(t) and 6(f), 
respectively; where a{t) is the received signal from one of the simultaneous 
transmit sources and 6(f ) is the correlation reference signal
This formula can be used to simulate the effects of moving targets on the 
cross-correlation output, just as in the single-mode study of Chapter VI.
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Zero Cross-Correlation Golay Codes
Certain special pairs of complementary Golay code pairs have been shown 
to have the unique property of zero cross-correlation, in two transmit bursts
[68], for relative delays less than one repetition period. The zero cross- 
correlation property remains invariant when synthesis techniques are applied to 
generate long Golay codes from shorter Golay codes with the zero cross- 
correlation property.
As an example consider the shortest pair of complementary Golay codes 
which consist of two bit codes. It can easily be seen that all two bit Golay code 
pairs can be easily generated from any single two bit pair using the six 
operations of interchange and alteration described by Golay [60]. Now consider 
the pair of binary Golay codes represented as -1, +1 and +1, +1. A simple 
interchange of these two complementary codes produces a new pair, +1, +1 
and -1, +1. The cross-correlation between the first two codes in each pair is 
shown in Figure 7-la, and the cross-correlation between the second two codes 
in each pair is shown in Figure 7-lb. The sum of the two cross-correlation 
functions is identically zero, as shown in Figure 7-lc.
This cross-correlation cancellation is indeed nice, but this is only a trivial 
set of codes, since very little signal-to-noise ratio enhancement occurs for such 
short codes. However, if these short codes are appended in the manner 
described by Golay [60] the zero cross-correlation properties are retained. In 
Figure 7-2, two 64 bit Golay code pairs, which were generated from the 
previous two bit codes, are cross-correlated and then summed and the resultant 
is identically zero. The cancellation of the cross-correlation functions for the 
longer codes is due to the inherent symmetries of the paired Golay codes and 
the synthesis algorithms.
As discussed in Chapter VI several methods of synthesizing long codes 
from short codes have been described by Golay [60]. Briefly summarized, they 
include the appending of two codes, the interleaving of two codes, and two 
methods which use two pairs of codes and parity changes. The zero cross- 
correlation property is invariant under synthesis using either appending or 
interleaving, but the synthesis methods which involves two pairs of codes does 
not realize zero cross-correlation codes.
In addition, even non-zero cross-correlation functions remained invariant 
under synthesis into longer codes using either appending or interleaving. In 
other words, it is possible to “freeze” the cross-correlation function at some 
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Figure 7-2 Demonstration of zero cross-correlation for 64-bit Golay code 
pairs.
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length Golay code, merely by using the same appending or interleaving 
synthesis method on both Golay codes.
A larger set of eight Golay codes can be generated which retain the pair­
wise zero cross-correlation property. Consider the four short complementary 
pairs:
A - +1, +1 j +1, ”1 
B = +1,-1 | +1, +1 
<7 = - 1, - 1 j +1, - 1 
D ~ +1, — 1 “ 1, - 1
The dividing line, j , delineates the two complementary codes required to 
produce the zero range sidelobes.
When the synthesis method involving appending is used on all four code 
pairs the zero cross-correlation is retained between the codes derived from C 
and D, however, when the codes synthesized from A and B are cross-correlated 
with the codes synthesized from C and D, the cross-correlations are identical in 
form to the cross-correlation functions of the original short codes. This is 
because of the recreation property just mentioned. But if the second method of 
synthesis — interleaving, is used on codes C and D, the cross-correlation 
between the codes derived by appending using A and D and the codes derived 
from interleaving codes C and D appear as shown in Figure 7-3a. The 
amplitude of this representative Golay code cross-correlation function compare 
favorably with the amplitude of the cross-correlation function between the two 
halves of two 127 bit m-sequences, Figure 7-3b. The particular m-sequences 
wefe chosen because they were preferred pairs as described in reference [57]. 
Preferred pairs have been noted for their low periodic cross-correlation 
properties [57].
The size of this four pair set can be doubled to eight merely by reversing 
ail the codes. To verify that we have a good set of Golay codes, all the possible 
cross-correlations between all eight Golay code pairs were generated by 
computer simulation and the maximum cross-correlation amplitude remained 
less than 25% of the peak of the correlation function. To get these simulated 
results the autocorrelation functions of the Golay codes were convolved with a 










Figure 7—3 Comparison of cross-correlation functions for two Golay code 
pairs and two m-sequence pairs.
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An exhaustive search has not yet been made and it may well be possible 
to synthesize a larger set of Golay codes with the same pairwise zero cross- 
correlation property. However, the eight pair set or any subset may be 
Sufficient for many multi-mode applications.
In order to predict the cross-correlation levels which would exist under the 
filtering effect of a transducer and for much longer codes, the correlation 
system operation was simulated by computer and the peak cross-correlation 
amplitudes relative to the desired correlation output function were measured 
versus the code length; The maximum amplitude of the cross-correlation was 
then found to decrease roughly as the square root of the code length, as 
indicated by a least squares fit to a log-log plot of the data in Figure 7-4. This 
is the same variation that occurs in the cross-correlation of noise signals [17], 
and the range sidelobe height of pseudo-random codes [43].
As in the self-noise cancellation, the cancellation of the cross-correlation 
noise requires the addition of the correlation output for two consecutive 
transmit bursts. Because of the need for the proper alignment of the two 
waveforms, if movement of the target occurs, the cancellation can be degraded. 
The effects of moving targets on cross-correlation cancellation can be studied 
through a simulation of the cross-ambiguity function in the same manner as 
the ambiguity function simulation of Chapter Vi.
A simulation of the cross-ambiguity function for a two pairs of 32 bit 
Golay codes which have the zero cross-correlation property is shown in Figure 
7-5. As can be seen, the cross-correlation noise does not remain zero with 
increasing velocity. The average power of this cross-correlation signal was 
measured versus velocity and found to be essentially identical to the variation 
in the self-noise cancellation as measured in the section on SNR Effects of 
Moving Targets in Chapter VI. This is not suprising, because the self-noise 
and cross-correlation noise are very similar, and the cancellation properties are 
due to the same sign reversal property.
Multi-Mode SNR with Moving Targets and Clutter
An extension of the single-mode signal-to-noise ratio formula can be made 
for multi-mode systems by "including the clutter noise from equation (7.9) and 
the Cross-correlation hoise term of equation (7.2), in a manner similar to that 
presented in reference [17] for a random signal System. If the noise signals from 












LOG OF CODE LENGTH IN BITS
Figure 7—4 Maximum cross-correlation output amplitude versus code length.
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other and with respect to the other noise signals present in the single-mode 
SNR formula, the powers of the noise signals can be summed to determine the 
total interference poser. Assuming that the cross-correlation between the 
transmit signals varies in power with transmit burst length and receiver 
bandwidth in the same manner as the cross-correlation with background 
receiver noise (This has been verified experimentally for random signals [17]) 
then the signal-to noise ratio formula for a multi-mode system is
SNR
Pi S(vt) (711)
This SNR formula can now be used to compare and evaluate the 
performance of different types of correlation systems under any conditions of 
interest.
Performance Comparison to Conventional Sequential Systems
Moving Targets
In order to reduce the complexity of equation (7.11), we assume that 
Cj - C and Py - P for all j, ve - vt..= v, nj - p for all i; and u\ - 1. 
In addition we also assume that Py = 1, for all j /- i * c, where the c-th term 
is isolated to designate the particular mode which produces zero cross- 
correlation in a Golay code system, and R{ = Re = R. With these 
assumptions equation (7.11) then simplifies to
SNR = . P'12)
PSM. '
If the SNR of the simultaneous multi-mode system is to be greater than or




N nN nN nN' N1
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Note that in a phased array each simultaneous mode would be connected 
to each array element so that the power for each mode might have to be 
reduced in order that the maximum average power is not exceeded for any 
array element. In this case the above comparison SNR would not be valid for 
the phased array system. We will assume, however, that the sequential phased 
array is not average power limited and that the average power limit is not 
exceeded in the simultaneous phased array. This SNR comparison formula will 
always be valid for a linear array since in a linear array each different code 
source would be connected to a different array element so that the same 
amount of power can be transmitted into each array element for both 
simultaneous and sequential excitation.
Since the value of n is typically fixed by the range to the target, the only 
variables which can be readily be controlled in equation (7.14) are N and /f2. 
It would appear that one could then solve the inequality of equation (7.13) in 
terms of either N or /i2 in order to determine a constraint on these variables. 
Unfortunately, the functions S'(u), Q(v), and R(v) are dependent on N since 
an increase in N increases the time over which the target can move. A solution 
for N. would requires a determination of R(v), Q(v), and S(v) for all N of 
interest using a simulation approach such as the one used in Chapter VI for 
/V = 2. With these values the equation could then be solved Using some type 
of iterative method. A study of this nature is beyond the scope of this work.







From this equation, for a given situation in which the target velocity and 
the clutter and noise levels are all known, as well as the speed of operation as 
given by N, and the transmit burst length n, it is then possible to determine 
the maximum beam overlap which will still provide the same signal-to-noise
ratio as conventional sequential pulse-echo systems.
It is apparent from the various clutter and noise terms in equations (7.12) 
through (7.14) that the simultaneous transmission system will provide quite 
different performance levels depending upon the particular combination of 
clutter and noise level which is present. In order to analyze this complicated 
situation it is thus much simpler, and not necessarily any less informative, to 
evaluate the system performance in separate limiting cases where the system is 
limited by either clutter or noise, but not by combinations of these variables. 
With this in mind, in the following subsections we first analyze the 
performance of the simultaneous transmission system under clutter limited 
situations and then under receiver-noise limited conditions.
Clutter Limited System
The clutter limited case exists if n is large so that the terms involving 
ijb/(nN) and Pb/(nN) can be ignored compared to the terms involving C. 
This will occur in a medium which has low level of attenuation and a high level 
of clutter.
In this clutter limited case equation (7.12) reduces to
If the SNR of the simultaneous multi-mode system is to be greater than or 
equal to a conventional sequential system then we must have
SNR PS(v) (7.15)
c c(») + jjR(v) + + ^-2]
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Rearranging equation (7-16) to produce a constraint on C/i/, results in
_£..<■ NS(v)
n— R(v) + p2[R{v) - + .M - 2] - NS{v) + iVQ(w) ’




for Golay codes, m-sequences, or random signals with N = 1. For AT = 1 the 
values of R(v), S(v), and Q(t>) were assumed to be unity since the effects of 
target movement are minimal in this case.
The right side of these equations then describes the maximum clutter-to- 
noise ratio which can be tolerated in order to produce a speed improvement of 
M/2 or M, while still providing the same signal-to-noise ratio as conventional 
sequential mtilti-mode systems. Remember of course that for this constraint to 
be valid the value of C/t] is also bounded from below by our assumption that 
the system is clutter limited.
Using the values of.S(«), Q(u), and R(v) determined in Chapter VI, plots 
of the maximum C/rj versus normalized target velocity v/va and M were made 
assuming /t2 = .05 for N — 1 and 2. The results are shown in Figure 7-6, for 
N =2, and Figure 7-7, for iV = 1. As can be seen, the range of clutter-to-noise 
ratios which provides a speed increase without decreasing the SNR is much 
greater for the Golay code system operating with N = 2. This is due to the 
degrading presence of the self-noise for N = 1. Increases in the number of 
modes or the amount of cross-talk are shown to reduce the maximum clutter- 
to-hoise ratio in both cases.
As a comparison the same maximum (7/>j ratio was determined for a 
pseudo-random m-sequence or random signal system operating with N — 2. In 
the case of pseudo-random in-sequences or random signals R(p) ^ 1, and S(v) 
and Q(v) are the same as determined in Chapter VI, so that
\ Q < ■■ :2S(vj :'
n ^ 1 + p2[M-I]2S(v) + 2Q(v) ’
for m-sequences and random signals with N —2. A plot of this constraint on
(7.19)
Figure 7~6 Maximum clutter-to-noise, C/i/, for an M/2 speed improvement 
versus target velocity, v/va, and the number of modes, M.
Figure 7-
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M - Number of Modes
Maximum elutter-tonoise for a speed improvement of M
the number of modes, M, and the cross-talk, «2.
versus
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C/i} is shown in Figure 7-8. The curves are very similar to the curves of 
Figure 7-7 except that the values of C jr\ are doubled because of the extra 
signal-to-noise provided by N = 2 operation. It thus appears that if a speed 
improvement of M/2 is adequate, the Golay code system would be the best 
system choice, because of the much greater range of clutter-to-noise ratios in 
which it can provide a speed improvement without reducing the signal-to-noise 
ratio.
Receiver Noise Limited System
The noise limited condition will occur in highly attenuative media and at
long ranges such that C « i/(——). In this situation the signal-to-noise rationN






Comparing this SNR equation to the SNR of a noise limited conventional
p . -;
system, SNR — —, results in a constraint on the maximum input signal-to-
n
noise ratio which produces the maximum speed improvement of M/2, without 
degrading the SNR compared to conventional systems, such that
P_ < {nN/b)S(v)~ 1
*1 ~ R(v) + fi2[R(v) + M — 2]
(7.21)
Note that for this constraint to be valid the value of P/r\ may also be 
bounded from above by our assumption that the system is noise limited. If 
N — 2, and n/b 100 is chosen as a typical value, and fi2 = 1 is chosen as a 
worst case, a plot of the constraint of equation (7.21) versus velocity produces 
the curves shown in Figure 7-9. As expected, an increase in velocity and/or 
the number of simultaneous modes results in a decrease in the maximum P/t] 




Maximum clutter-1-noise, G/q, for an M/2 speed improvement in 
an m-sequence system versus the number of modes, M, and the 









Figure 7-9 Maximum P/t], for an M/2 speed improvement in a Golay code
system versus the number of modes, M, and the normalized tar­
get velocity, v/va.
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For comparison the same constraint can be determined for pseudo-random 
m-sequences by setting i?(n) equal to unity in equation (7.2), so that
P_ < (nN/b)S(v)- 1 
»? ~ 1 + fi2[M — ij
(This constraint also holds for the Golay code system when N = 1.) A plot of 
this constraint, Figure 7-10, shows that the pseudo-random code system again 
is constrained to a much lower range of P/r} values than the Golay code 
system with N -2. However, for large values of M, the performance of the 
m-sequence system is about the same as the Golay code system.
Low Velocity Analysis
In medical ultrasonic imaging applications, a wide range of target 
velocities will be encountered, depending upon the organ or body section under 
investigation. The highest velocities of about 120 cm/sec occur in the cardio­
vascular system in the aorta [69]. Maximum heart wall velocities on the order 
of 20 cm/sec are reached during the cardiac cycle [70]. In other imaging 
situations the velocities encountered are much lower, for example, the velocity 
of the foetal chest wall is only about 4 cm/sec [71]. In typical imaging 
applications the maximum scan distance is about 15 cm and the corresponding 
maximum repetition rate rs 10 KHz, if the velocity of the tissue under study is 
approximately the velocity of water, 1500 m/sec. The maximum unambiguous 
velocity which can be imaged by a single-mode conventional pulse echo system 
is then about 75 cm/sec. A single-mode Golay code system can then image a 
target which moves at less than 25 cm/sec With more than 20 dB of self-noise 
cancellation and even for velocities up to 75 cm/sec the cancellation is still 10 
dB. The Golay code system can thus image all but the fastest moving targets 
in the body with minimal degradation in signal-to-noise ratio.
As discussed in the moving target section, the value of iV determines the 
speed of the simultaneous transmission system. The lowest value of TV — 1 will 
thus produce the highest possible speed. We thus include the value of N — 1 
as a special case in addition to evaluating the Golay code system for even N.
Assuming that the target and clutter velocities are less than 30% of the 
maximum unambiguous velocity, then S(vt) and Q(vc) are approximately 
unity, and Rj{vt) and Rj(vc) are approximately Zero for i — j, and i = c and 





















Figure 7-10 Maximum P/t], for an M/2 speed improvement in an m-sequence




for Golay codes with even values of TV, and
SNR =------------ ----------- -T—^ ------------------ 7——V P-24)
1C + i/(-) + F(-) + /i2|M - !][/>(-) + Cj 
w . n . n.
for Golay codes, m-sequences, or random signals with TV = 1.
If the SNR of the simultaneous array is to be greater than or equal to the 
sequential array system we must have
W > (-) +/(« - 2)lf (^) + fl. P-25)
n t) n tj
for Golay codes with even values of iV, and
N > t + [1 + ,.2|A/ - + 7I. P-26)
n ijn ij
for Golay codes, m-sequences, or random signals with N — 1.
The maximum speed improvement, MSI, of the simultaneous system over 
the sequential system is the ratio of the number of modes M to the minimum 
number of transmit bursts TV as given by the minimum AT of equations (7.25) 
and (7.26) so that
MSI N
M
Int (-) + „2(M - 2)[4(-t) +
n n
for Golay codes with even N, where Int chooses the smallest integer greater 




Int - + [1 + Am- DI1A7) + -7]n V n n
(7.28)
for Golay codes with n = 1, and m-sequences and random signals for all N.
Plots of these speed improvement equations were made versus the number 
of simultaneous modes, M, and k, where A: = —(—) + —. The values of
»2 — 05 and — — .01 were chosen as typical values, and the resulting plot is
Yl
shown in Figure 7-11, for Golay codes, and Figure 7-12 for pseudo-random m- 
sequences. A comparison of the speed improvement shows that for low values 
of k corresponding to a low input SNR, the pseudo-random m-sequences 
produce the same speed improvement as the Golay codes. However, as the 
value of A; is increased the Golay code system provides a much greater speed 
improvement.
It is apparent from these results that the simultaneous transmission 
system will provide greater operation speed than conventional pulse-echo 
systems, but a simultaneous transmission system will only provide equivalent or 
better signal-to-noise ratio for levels of C/rj and P/1] less than the values given 
by equation (7.17) and (7.21), respectively. The constraint on Pfr\ being less 
restrictive than the constraint on Cy*/. These results are not suprising since 
the correlation system was shown to be optimal for noise limited situations.
The results also indicate that a Golay code simultaneous transmission 
system Using zero cross-correlation pairs, provides as good as, or better 
performance than pseudo-random m-sequences or random signals under all 
conditions. For high-speed requirements, i.e. N — 1, the Golay codes provide 
the same performance as the m-sequences. For a lower speed requirement so 
that it is sufficient to have N - 2, the Golay code system provides a speed 
improvement of M/2 while retaining equivalent SNR to conventional systems 
for a much greater range of clutter and noise situations than the m-sequence 
system.
Note that the equations of speed improvement have no meaning for a 
two-mode simultaneous transmission system. If two modes are desired, as in 
the system of Figure 1-5 and if the proper zero interference codes are chosen, a 
Golay code simultaneous transmission system will operate at the same speed as 
a sequential two-mode pulse-echo system, with the increased signal-to-noise
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o k=1.0
M - Number of Simultaneous Modes
Figure 7—11 Maximum speed improvement versus the number of transmit 








M - Number of Simultaneous Modes
Figure 7-12 Maximum speed improvement versus the number of transmit
modes, M, for an m-sequence system with stationary targets.
ratio provided by correlation, even in the worst case of completely overlapping 
beams. This two-mode system would have the same, signal-to-noise ratio 
enhancement as the single-mode system, with the same good performance in
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CHAPTER VIE - SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The detailed practical studies described in this thesis have demonstrated 
and analyzed the many promising advantages, as well as the limitations, of 
using correlation systems and pseudo-random transmit signals to improve the 
operation of conventional single-mode and multi-mode pulse-echo systems. In 
this chapter we summarize-the important results and conclusions of each of 
these studies. Since the coverage is somewhat broad, the results are 
summarized and discussed in.separate sections.
Single-Mode Systems
Subsequent to a background discussion in Chapter II which showed the 
important similarities and differences of correlation systems as applied to radar, 
sonar, and ultrasound, the fundamental principles of single-mode correlation 
systems were explored in detail. The presence of self-noise under finite 
correlation time was shown to be a fundamental limiting factor in correlation 
system operation under the presence of large targets and clutter. A signal-to- 
noise ratio formula which is useful for analyzing the performance of a 
correlation system was derived which includes the combined effects of self­
noise, background receiver noise, and clutter. This formula was derived 
assuming a narrow beam of uniform cross-section illuminating and a uniform 
distribution of clutter targets. This formula was verified in Chapter V by 
actual measurements in a grainy medium.
In Chapter IV the many types of current methods for carrying out 
correlation processing were reviewed and compared in terms of their operating 
principles. The methods by which each of these systems approximates the 
correlation process were demonstrated in terms of their system equations. The 
second half of Chapter IV then reviewed and discussed the many different 
types of hardware which are currently used to carry out the important 
correlation functions of multiplication, delay generation, and integration.
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Random and Pseudo-Random M-Sequence System
In Chapter V a new digital correlation system was described and 
demonstrated which uses a high-speed digital delay line, and can transmit 
either binary random or pseudo-random signals. A simulation of system 
operation was made which determined the clock frequency that produces the 
maximum output signal-to-noise ratio for the correlation system. At this 
optimum clock frequency, the correlation system was found to produce an
output essentially equivalent in resolution to pulse-echo systems.
Actual measurements verified computer simulations of correlation system 
operation and showed that even under high-speed operation, using single burst 
correlation, the correlation system can retrieve signals buried in receiver noise, 
which a conventional pulse-echo system could not. However, in the correlation 
system, the presence of self-noise decreases system performance by limiting the 
dynamic range. When many more transmit bursts were correlated, as would be 
required in the case of very poor input signal-to-noise ratios, the self-noise was 
reduced and the dynamic range was significantly improved. The reduction in 
self-noise was found to be essentially the same for transmission of either 
sectioned m-sequences or clipped sampled random signals.
In order to produce the same signal-to-noise ratio enhancement in a pulse- 
echo system as in a correlation system, a coherent time-averaging technique 
would V- required! :' A demonstration,. in/ which a single bit of code was 
correlated over many transmit cycles, simulated time-averaging, and resulted in 
output signal-to-noise ratios slightly better than 256 bit single-burst operation, 
due to the lack of self-noise. However, a time-averaging system would be much 
slower than a correlation system, since the correlation system can produce 
signal-to-noise ratio enhancement in one burst through pulse-compression.
A more complete analysis of system operation was then made to include 
the effects of clutter, background receiver noise, and self-noise. To simplify 
derivations the clutter was assumed to be a random uniform distribution of 
equal cross-section targets with ho multiple scattering or attenuation effects 
present; With these assumptions, a general signal-to-noise ratio formula was 
then developed and used to evaluate system performance under a variety of 
conditions.
Several different situations were considered which simplified the general 
signal-to-noise ratio formula. With an input signal-to-noise ratio much greater 
than unity, without clutter present, a pulse-echo system was found to produce 
a much higher dyna!mic range than a correlation system operating at high­
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speed, but, in the presence of clutter the correlation system was found to have 
an output signal-to-noise ratio within 3 dB of the output signal-to-noise ratio of 
a pulse-echo system.
When the input signal-to-noise ratio is less than unity (a situation in 
which conventional pulse-echo systems cannot operate) the correlation system 
suffers some degradation in the presence of clutter due to self-noise overlap, 
but, with additional correlation time, the correlation system can retrieve a 
desired signal which is surrounded by clutter and buried in receiver noise.
Finally a formula was prof erred which described the situation for which a 
correlation system would produce a higher signal-to-noise ratio than a 
conventional pulse-echo system. This formula indicated that for long transmit 
signals, n large, improvement occurs using the correlation system when the 
clutter-to-noise ratio is less than N. Using this result it is possible to select the 
appropriate system for a given application.
Golay Code System
Subsequent to the analysis of the random and pseudo-random code 
correlation system a new type of correlation flaw detection system was then 
described in Chapter VI. This new system transmits special paired pseudo­
random codes called Golay codes and was shown to retain the theoretically 
unlimited signal-to-noise ratio enhancement capabilities of previous correlation 
systems. Ip addition the Golay code system has the benefit of being able to 
cancel unwanted self-noise in two consecutive transmit bursts. The absence of 
this self-noise allows the system to maintain optimal correlation operation 
under all signal-to-noise ratio conditions. Results of the analysis indicate that 
this new Golay code flaw detection system will provide substantially better 
performance in the presence of grains and large reflecting surfaces, while 
operating at much higher scan speeds, than previous single transducer 
correlation flaw detection systems.
A prototype Golay code system was demonstrated which transmits 64 bit 
Golay code pairs and successfully achieves cancellation of self-noise to -35 dB in 
two transmit bursts. This self-noise level was achieved 129 times faster than 
previous correlation flaw detection systems operating with the same length 
transmit burst.
Two useful methods of implementing self-noise cancellation were 
demonstrated. For very high-speed operation a high-speed integrator,
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constructed from an operational amplifier, achieved good cancellation in two 
transmit bursts, and for lower speed operation a low-pass filter was able to 
achieve essentially the same cancellation as the high-speed integrator in 18 
transmit bursts.
The disadvantages of self-noise in the presence of grains/clutter were also 
discussed and demonstrated using a large grained stainless steel sample. The 
results showed that the presence of self-noise in previous single transducer 
correlation systems increases the interference due to grains and that an increase 
in transmit burst length would not alleviate the problem. Results obtained 
using the prototype Golay code system indicated that the Golay code system 
can overcome the problem of self-noise inteference in the presence of grains.
In order to determine the factors which affect the amount of self-noise 
cancellation which occurs, further studies were made on the effects of DC offset 
and the pulse shape of the code pulses as determined by the turn-on and turn­
off times of the pulses. Through computer simulations of these parameters, the 
self-noise cancellation was found to vary little with DC offset but was found to 
be very sensitive to misshaped pulses. It thus appears, in fact, that the present 
-35 dB self-noise cancellation present in the current prototype Golay code 
system could be improved by tuning or modifying the current transmitter 
design to improve the shape of the code pulses.
In order to investigate the applicability of Golay codes to situations where 
the targets are not stationary, such as in medical imaging applications, the 
limits of selbnoise cancellation of a Golay code system were then determined 
under the presence of moving targets. This study was carried out through the 
a simulation of of the generalized ambiguity function developed by Kelly and 
Wishner [49]. The results showed that because self-noise cancellation requires a 
careful alignment of the correlation functions from consecutive transmit bursts, 
the self-noise cancellation is degraded by moving targets. Fortunately, the 
result indicate that the Golay code system will still produce self-noise 
cancellation of greater than 30 dB for velocities up to 30 % of the maximum
velocity that a pulse-echo system can track.
Subsequent to the initial demonstration of the new Golay code system a 
full comparative system performance analysis was carried out under both 
stationary and moving targets. This analysis included the presence of
background receiver noise and clutter.
In order to make the stationary target study more meaningful the analysis 
was carried out by considering a practical situation involving exponential 
attenuation with range. As expected, for stationary targets the Golay code
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system was found to be optimal under all conditions and for all ranges. 
However the m-sequence and random signal systems were found to provide near 
equivalent performance in very low SNR conditions involving background 
receiver noise at long ranges. It is thus obvious that the Golay code system is 
the best system to choose for applications involving stationary targets. The 
Golay code system is ideal, therefore, for applications in the area of 
nondestructive testing.
In the analysis of a Golay code system under the presence of moving 
targets and clutter, a set of useful curves were determined, through the 
ambiguity function simulations described earlier, which can be used to 
determine under what situations a Golay code system will provide signal-to- 
noise ratio improvement over conventional systems. The curves indicate that 
the Golay code system is degraded by the presence of moving targets and is 
degraded even more when under the presence of moving clutter. The curves 
also indicate, however, that the the Golay code system will provide 
improvement over the other types of correlation systems and conventional 
systems over a significant range of target velocities and clutter levels.
It thus appears that the single-mode Golay code system should not be used 
under applications involving extremely high-velocity targets and clutter, which 
push the limits of conventional pulse-echo systems. The Golay code system 
could be used, however, to provide improved signal-to-noise ratio over 
conventional systems for a wide variety of more typical, slower moving target 
situations.
Simultaneous Multi-Mode Study
In Chapter VII of this thesis the single-mode study was extended to the 
study of a system which transmits in a number of different modes 
simultaneously and then uses correlation receivers to sort each mode out 
separately on reception.
The unique fundamental principles of this simultaneous transmission 
concept were first determined in terms of the fundamental equations which 
describe the correlation process. In this derivation the cross-talk between 
modes was shown to be a limiting factor in the performance of this system and 
was shown to relate to the amount of beam overlap and the cross-correlation 
level between transmit signals. The additional modes modes were then shown 
to reduce the dynamic range of target sizes which can be distinguished in
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proportion to the inverse square root of the number of modes.
The clutter effects determined in the single-mode analysis were then 
extended to develop a signal-to-clutter ratio formula which includes the 
additional M~1 clutter signals due to the cross-talk inteferference between the 
simultaneous modes. Subsequent to this analysis of these fundamentals it was 
then possible to develop and analyze a general signal-to-noise ratio formula for 
a simultaneous transmission system.
Before this analysis was carried out, however, it was necessary to choose a 
good set of transmit signals. As in the single-mode analysis, the Golay codes 
have another useful unique property which occurs under, the correlation of an 
even number of transmit bursts. Certain special pairs of complementary Golay 
code pairs have been discovered [68] which, besides providing zero self-noise 
cancellation in two transmit bursts, also have the the important unique 
property of zero cross-correlation in two transmit bursts. A promising set of 
eight basis complementary Golay code pairs was identified which includes 4 
pairs of complementary Golay code pairs which have this zero cross-correlation 
property. In cross-correlation combinations between the complementary Golay 
code pairs which do not produce zero cross-correlation were found to have 
similar cross-correlation levels to special preferred m-sequence pairs which are 
noted for their low cross-correlation levels. Since longer Golay codes which are 
generated from these short basis codes using the generation processes of 
interleaving and appending retain the correlation properties of the shorter 
codes [68], this short set of eight code pairs can be used as a basis set for 
similar, much longer, eight pair sets. This is a useful feature since different 
length codes are required for different ranges in a pulse-echo imaging system.
An extension of the general single-mode signal-to-noise ratio formula was 
then made to develop a general simultaneous transmission signal-to-noise ratio 
formula which includes the effects of the interfering simultaneous modes under 
the presence of moving targets, clutter, and background receiver noise. This 
signal-to-noise ratio formula was then used to make a performance analysis and 
comparison of the use of Golay codes and, pseudo-random m-sequences or 
random signals, to conventional sequential multi-mode systems.
This equation wks then simplified by assuming that all the interfering 
modes were identical in power and cross-talk overlap, and that certain noise 
terms could be made negligible by using long transmit bursts. A constraint 
was then derived from which for a given clutter, noise level, and target and 
clutter velocity, it is possible to determine the maximum permissable beam 
overlap in which a the simultaneous transmission system will still provide the
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same signal-to-noise ratio as conventional sequential systems.
In order to simplify the performance evaluation under moving targets and 
clutter, the simultaneous transmission system was then analyzed under the two 
bounding cases of clutter limited and receiver noise limited operation. This 
simplification made it possible to isolate the separate effects of the clutter and 
receiver noise.
In the clutter limited case it was determined that there is a the maximum 
clutter-to-noise ratio above which the simultaneous transmission system will 
degrade the signal-to-noise ratio compared to conventional pulse-echo systems. 
This bound on the maximum clutter-to-noise ratio depends on the number of 
transmit bursts which are integrated, and was found to become more restrictive 
under the presence of higher velocity targets, increased beam overlap, and 
greater numbers of transmit modes. Below this bound the simultaneous 
transmission system will provide better signal-to-noise ratio and/or speed than 
the conventional system. The simultaneous transmission system which uses 
Golay codes was found to provide improved speed and signal-to-noise ratio over 
a much larger range of clutter-to-noise ratios than a simultaneous transmission 
system which uses m-sequences or random signals except in the case of one 
transmit burst integration.
In the receiver noise limited case it was determined that there is a 
maximum signal-to-receiver noise ratio above which the simultaneous 
transmission system will degrade the signal-to-noise ratio compared to 
conventional pulse-echo systems. Below this threshold the simultaneous 
transmission system provides better signal-to-noise ratio and/or speed 
compared to the conventional systems. This threshold again depends on the 
number of integrated transmit bursts and becomes more restrictive under the 
presence of moving targets, increased cross-talk and greater numbers of 
transmit modes. Unlike the clutter limited case, this signal-to-noise ratio 
constraint becomes less restrictive when the number of transmit bits can be 
increased. The Golay code system was again shown to provide improved 
performance over a greater range of signal-to-noise ratios than the ha-sequence 
or random signal system except in the case of one transmit burst integration. 
In this one transmit burst case the performance of the two systems is again 
equivalent.
. In many practical ultrasonic applications of a simultaneous multi-mode 
transmission system the velocity of the targets are low enough so that the self­
noise and cross-correlation cancellation is nearly ideal. This low velocity 
assumption was then used to reduce the complexity of the general system
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signal- to-noise ratio. Under the constraint of equal signal-to-noise ratio an 
equation was derived which describes the maximum speed improvement which 
a simultaneous transmission system will provide over conventional sequential 
pulse-echo systems. For typical values of cross-talk and burst length the 
maximum speed improvement was found to increase directly with an increasing 
number of transmit modes. But with decreasing signal-to-noise ratio, the 
incremental increase in speed with the number of modes became less. The 
maximum speed improvement was found to be greatest when the signal-to- 
noise ratio was low. This is not surprising since the performance of the 
correlation system has been found to be more optimal under low signal-to-noise 
ratio situations.
The Golay code simultaneous transmission system was shown to provide a 
greater speed improvement than the m-sequence system under input signal-to- 
noise ratios greater than unity. For signal-to-noise ratios less than unity, the 
performance of the Golay code system and the m-sequence or random signal 
system are the same.
To summarize these conclusions, it is apparent that the Golay codes will 
provide an improved system performance over either m-sequences or random 
signals over all conditions in either single or multi-mode operation. This is 
because of the advantage that Golay codes have with self-noise and cross- 
correlation cancellation when the integration time is greater than two transmit 
periods. It is also apparent that whether a single-mode or simultaneous multi- 
mode transmission system is better than the conventional pulse-echo systems 
depends on the situation. It is clear, however, that there are many situations 
to which a simultaneous transmission system using either Golay codes, m- 
sequehces or random signals will provide an improved speed and/or signal-to- 
noise ratio compared to conventional sequential systems.
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